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July 7, 2021 

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Dear Secretary Pete Buttigieg, 
 
The City of Atlanta and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District are pleased to 
jointly submit The Stitch: Mending a Torn Urban Fabric for a Rebuilding American 
Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) planning grant. The Stitch is a 
¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA 
Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. The Stitch will reconnect the grid 
system with pedestrian-oriented streets, introduce a new 14-acre greenspace, catalyze 
affordable housing, and establish a more people-centric built environment.  
 
The Stitch connects Atlanta’s Fourth Ward, a historically Black neighborhood 
previously known as Buttermilk Bottom, to Downtown. In the 1960s, the homes in 
Buttermilk Bottom were razed to make way for urban redevelopment while the 
construction (and subsequent widening) of Interstates 75 and 85 further disconnected 
the community and left behind vast areas of vacant land well into the 1980s.  Some of 
that land is still vacant today. The project will reconnect the former Buttermilk Bottom 
neighborhood to Downtown, thereby improving access to jobs, amenities, and the 
heavy rail network for residents of District 2.  
 
RAISE funding will support a comprehensive, community-led planning process for the 
Stitch. The planning process will include the development of a long-term and inclusive 
engagement strategy; a transportation analysis; land use and affordable housing 
policies; a sustainability plan; and conceptual development of the park cap.     
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, 
sustainable, and vibrant. We greatly appreciate USDOT’s consideration of the 
proposal. 
 
Thank you.  

 
Amir R. Farokhi       
Atlanta City Council, District 2    
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The Stitch: A Transformational 
Transportation Investment
The project will build a cap over Interstates 
75 and 85 (I-75/85), reconnect the disrupted 
street grid, improve the multimodality 
of the existing streets as they cross the 
interstate, develop a new off-street bus-rail 
transfer facility, and renovate an existing 
heavy rail station. The cap structure will 
be topped with an urban park. Located 
in an area of persistent poverty, the cap 
will redress, repurpose, and reconnect the 
long-standing major divide among the 
Downtown, Midtown, and the Old Fourth 
Ward communities that has persisted for 50 
years.

 

A Once Vibrant Community Destroyed 
by Highway Building and Urban Renewal
The 7.4-mile Downtown Connector (the 
Connector) – a combined alignment of 
I-75/85 through the center of the City of 
Atlanta – opened in September 1964 after 
sixteen years of construction. Intended to 
bring predominantly white commuters from 
the suburbs back to the Central Business 
District (CBD), the interstate intentionally 
wove around the CBD and through the 
“depressed” neighborhoods where it was 
most “feasible to purchase suitable rights-
of-way.” The construction of the Connector 
displaced an estimated 24,000 people and 
separated the historic Black neighborhoods 
of Buttermilk Bottom and Butler Street from 
jobs in Downtown Atlanta (Downtown).1 
Urban renewal programs in the 
neighborhoods surrounding the Connector 
further displaced an estimated 17,000 
individuals, resulting in 41,000 displaced 
individuals.2 As a corollary to the interstate 
system, city planners converted many of the 
streets in Downtown from two-way to one-
way to better aid traffic flow. 

By 1967, the Buttermilk Bottom and Butler 
Street communities no longer existed. 
A combination of highway construction 
and urban renewal had obliterated 
housing, realigned streets, and further 
separated Black Atlantans from the densest 
employment center in the region. 

In the 1980s, the Connector was expanded 
again, further widening a chasm of vacancy
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1Report on the relocation of individuals, families and 
businesses [to the] Atlanta Community Improvement 
Program: sections one and two, City of Atlanta, 
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2Report on the relocation of individuals, families and 
businesses [to the] Atlanta Community Improvement 
Program: sections one and two, City of Atlanta, 
Georgia
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through Downtown. A persistent and 
steady decline of this once-vibrant 
Downtown community had been driven 
by a combination of White Flight and the 
resulting suburbanization of Atlanta; the 
disruption caused by the construction of the 
Connector and adjacent urban renewal; 
and the conversion of once-walkable streets 
to urban arterials (See timeline on pages 
6-7).

Over the following decades, the physical 
barrier created by the Connector 
significantly stymied development. 
Increased vehicular access to Downtown 
resulted in increased demand for parking, 
and much of Downtown’s historic fabric 
succumbed to demolition to make space 
for parking lots and garages. Compared 
to nearby areas, Downtown’s land and 
real property values have lagged for a 
generation. CoStar commercial real estate 
data from the past five years reveals that 
land sale values closer to I-75/85 are 90% 
lower than similarly situated properties 
in the adjacent submarkets (notably 
Midtown Atlanta), while office building and 
multifamily residential building valuations are 
24% lower, respectively. Midtown Atlanta has 
seen nearly 2.5 million square feet of new 
speculative office development in the last 
ten years whereas Downtown Atlanta has 
not had a new office building constructed 
since 2005. This lack of new, competitive 
supply has resulted in flat or declining job 
growth, which is in stark contrast to its 
northern submarkets like Midtown which 
have announced approximately 21,000 new 
jobs since 2015.The lack of diversity in land 
uses further exacerbated the value gap in 
Downtown during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Thirteen percent of Downtown’s real estate 
is reliant on tourism and 40% is office space.  
Without a significant residential population 
and little diversification of industry, COVID-19 
has battered the Downtown economy.3 
To recover and build future resiliency to 
economic shocks, a robust expansion of 
Downtown housing – not seen since urban 
renewal – is needed.

“Buttermilk Bottom was a vibrant 
community of African-American-run 
schools, churches, and businesses. It 
was a district of shotgun houses and juke 
joints, low-lying and poorly drained – a 
haven, a community—indeed a place—
created by segregation. Former residents 
were displaced when the city leveled 
and cleared the district, and streets were 
realigned or removed. The transformation 
was so extensive that most people had 
even forgotten or never even knew that 
there had ever been a place called 
Buttermilk Bottom.”4

FIGURE 2. Housing stock in Buttermilk 
Bottom before the Interstate Highway 
System

FIGURE 3. A tour of Buttermilk Bottom 
before urban renewal razed the 
neighborhood (1959)

3Economic Impact Analysis for Atlanta’s 
Peachtree Corridor

4Potteiger and Purinton, 1998
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EXPRESSWAYS & URBAN RENEWAL:  
Disconnecting Buttermilk Bottom and Downtown

Following Atlanta’s 
Great Fire, the 
current Bedford 
Pine neighborhood 
began to rebuild 
as a predominately 
Black community 
within the City of 
Atlanta’s Fourth 
Ward.

19171917 After the Depression, 
the predominantly 
Black community 
that rebuilt on the 
land between 
Peachtree Street 
and Boulevard 
became known as 
Buttermilk Bottom. 
(Right)

19201920ss
--

19301930ss

19461946

The Lochner Expressway Plan 
included a 6-lane “Downtown 
Connector” as part of the 
National Interstate Highway 
System. City officials requested 
that the expressway be built 
through the areas of the city 
where “it would be feasible to 
purchase suitable rights-of-way, 
being the most depreciated and 
least attractive, [and] in need of 
rejuvenation.” 

The neighborhoods through 
which the expressways were 
planned were described as 
“depreciated” and so in need 
of improvements that the 
construction of the road system 
could be “classed as slum 
clearance.”  The Connector was 
to act as a barrier “between 
the central business district and 
the East Side African American 
Community.” (Left)

Meanwhile, the 
commercial growth of 
Downtown marched 
north along Peachtree 
Street. (Left) 
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19481948
Land clearing begins 
for the Downtown 
Connector. Eventually 
over 7,000 Black people 
were displaced by the 
north-south expressway 
right of way. (Above)

19691969

Two Urban 
Redevelopment 
Area (URA) plans 
are combined into 
one large 278-acre 
Bedford Pines Urban 
Redevelopment Area 
that now includes 
the former Buttermilk 
Bottom plan area. 
(Below)

The Buttermilk 
Bottom and Butler 
Street communities 
no longer existed. 
A combination of 
highway construction 
and urban renewal 
had obliterated 
housing, realigned 
streets, and further 
separated Black 
Atlantans from the 
densest employment 
center in the region.

19561956

The Federal Aid 
Highway Act passed 
with funding to 
implement the 
Lochner Plan. The 
construction of the 
Atlanta Expressway 
proceeds. (Below)

19671967

19819844
--

19881988

The Downtown 
Connector 
construction further 
impacts adjacent 
land parcels and 
buildings.  
(Below) 

19761976
The Federal-Aid 
Highway Act of 1976 
expanded the use 
of funds to include 
reconstructions, setting 
the stage for the 
Downtown Connector 
to be widened from six 
lanes to ten.
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  FIGURE 4. Key Transportation Elements of the Stitch 

A Community Planning Effort to Cap the 
Connector with the Stitch
The Stitch will build a cap structure over 
a ¾-mile long segment of I-75/85 (the 
Connector) in Atlanta’s CBD, extending 
between the Civic Center Metropolitan 
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) 
Station at Ted Turner Drive and 
Piedmont Avenue. The cap structure will 
accommodate new local street and 

pedestrian connections over the interstate 
and create a platform for 14-acres of new 
park space. Located in an area of persistent 
poverty (Census Tract 13121001900), the 
cap will redress, repurpose, and reconnect 
the long-standing major divide among the 
Downtown, Midtown, and the Old Fourth 
Ward communities that has persisted for 50 
years.
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Once Completed, the Stitch will: 
• Redress the long-standing physical 

separation characterized by large-
scale infrastructure, noise, pollution, and 
flooding in the community created by 
the construction of a 16-lane interstate 
highway.  

• Repurpose and revitalize underutilized 
assets, including the air space over the 
Connector, the Civic Center MARTA 
Station, the streets currently solely 
dedicated to vehicular throughput, and 
acres of nearby vacant private land.  

• Reconnect the local street grid through 
new street segments and retrofits of 
existing rights-of-way to create safe, 
pedestrian-oriented, bikeable, storefront 
oriented streets. 

• Improve access to jobs by fostering 
transit-oriented development at the Civic 
Center MARTA rail station and introducing 
an off-street local and commuter 
bus facility for improved passenger 
connections.  

• Create accessible and programmed 
urban greenspace to improve the quality 
of life for current citizens and those 
enticed to relocate here to occupy 
newly built affordable and attainable 
housing in the preeminent intown 
location.   

• Reestablish a vibrant community 
amenity with quality civic infrastructure 
and interconnected open spaces that 
contribute to health and wellness. 

• Enhance safety on the Connector through 
the addition of a compliant shoulder and 
reduction in recurring flooding due to 
improved stormwater management.

• Improve the sustainability of Downtown 
Atlanta by locally addressing flooding 
and mitigating noise and air quality 
impacts, while broadly lowering 
emissions, increasing pedestrian and 
bicycle use, and incorporating innovative 
climate change mitigation strategies 
such as carbon capture technology.  

13

View of Emory Square from the re-imagined Civic Center MARTA station looking toward St. Luke’s Episcopal Church

View from Civic Center MARTA Station (east) Viewpoint

FIGURE 5. Rendering of Emory Square from the re-imagined Civic Center MARTA Station 
looking toward St. Luke’s Episcopal Church
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Previous feasibility work on the Stitch 
confirms the viability of capping the 
Connector and reconnecting the land 
disrupted by the interstate. As pre-
engineering progresses on the cap structure, 
detailed planning and extensive community 
engagement is needed to ensure the 
infrastructure on top of the cap structure 
is thoughtfully conceived to fulfill the 
promise of a connected and livable urban 
neighborhood. A Rebuilding American 
Infrastructure with Sustainability and 
Equity (RAISE) Planning Grant will support 
consensus-building and advance planning 
around all elements of the Stitch including:
• A community engagement plan 

premised on inclusive and equitable 
principles that respect the historic context 
of the community. 

• A detailed multimodal transportation 
analysis and plan for reconnecting the 
grid and creating a safe street network. 

• A land use and zoning strategy for the 
anticipated development around the 
cap.

• A sustainability strategy for the Stitch, 
including innovative storm water 
capture elements and climate mitigation 
strategies such as carbon capture 
technology.  

• A park and open space facility and 
infrastructure plan advanced through 
community involvement in defining 
and shaping conceptual design and 
programming ideas.  

The anticipated success of the Stitch is 
premised on partnership and innovation. 
Continuing Atlanta’s tradition of remarkable 
Public-Private Partnership (P3), the 
Atlanta Downtown Improvement District 
(ADID)—Downtown Atlanta’s community 
improvement district—funded the initial 
feasibility work and concept design for 
the Stitch with value capture funds. As 

the project progresses, coordinated 
engagement with the City of Atlanta, the 
Georgia Department of Transportation 
(GDOT), and MARTA will play an increasingly 
important role. The financing strategy for 
the project is also reliant on P3 through 
a combination of value capture, private 
contributions, and public-sector grants to 
make the Stitch vision a reality.

Urban renewal and highway construction 
displaced virtually all of the residents that 
lived in the areas surrounding the Connector 
in the 1960s and diminished Downtown’s 
vibrancy over the decades following the 
Connector’s initial construction and later 
expansion. By repurposing the land lost 
to the interstate and reconnecting the 
disrupted grid, the Stitch will reintroduce 
long-lost housing and provide opportunities 
to directly connect to transit and jobs while 
improving Downtown’s overall sustainability 
and contributing to state of good repair.  

An investment in Stitch planning work will 
ensure that the vision remains rooted in the 
community’s core values of sustainability, 
equity, and access.
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Transportation Needs
and Challenges Addressed
The initial construction of the Connector 
was completed in the early 1960s. The route 
resulted in both a physical and social divide, 
cleaving neighborhoods and separating 
Downtown Atlanta from adjacent 
communities. Residents were separated 
from jobs by an interstate barrier and were 
ultimately displaced from their once vibrant 
community. Opportunities for Downtown 
growth, already constrained by surrounding 
rail lines and concurrent construction of 
I-20, were limited as the Connector cut off 
expansion to the northeast. During the 1980s, 
GDOT’s “Freeing the Freeways” program 
widened the Connector to accommodate 
greater traffic volumes. This expansion 
of asphalt exacerbated the disconnect 
by lengthening surface street crossings 
across the Interstate, limiting connection 
points, and compromising the value of 
developable land.

Today, the Connector is an essential 
component of regional transportation 
infrastructure; however locally, the decades-
long disruption of the urban fabric limits the 
capacity of Downtown to leverage physical 
connections with adjacent communities 
and business districts to guide growth 
toward livable and vibrant Downtown 
neighborhoods. The section of the 
Connector northeast of Downtown currently 
presents the greatest barrier to expansion 
and connectivity. This gap in connectivity 
presents an opportunity to work with the 
community and involved agencies to “re-
stitch” the urban fabric, realigning former 
street grids and fostering a sustainable and 
equitable urban future for Atlanta.

Transit Access and Efficiency
In addition to closing the connectivity gap, 
the Stitch will support the City of Atlanta’s 
ambitious alternative transportation mode 
split goal of reducing drive-alone trips from 
54% to 35% by 2040. To achieve this goal 

and deliver residents to job centers, much 
of the travel will need to be by transit and 
specifically bus. However, Downtown’s 
current infrastructure is not supportive of 
large local or regional bus volumes (Figure 
6). In addition to ongoing projects to 
develop bus-priority and bus-only lanes, 
an off-street loading and staging facility is 
needed.  The Civic Center MARTA Station 
provides an ideal intermodal connection 
location. Direct interstate high-occupancy 
vehicle (HOV) lane access, as well as an 
adjacent vacant land parcel provide an 
ideal opportunity to build an off-street bus-
rail transfer facility with station-level access 
to the MARTA station and a transit-oriented 
development pad on top.  The Stitch plan 
includes this facility as one element of an 
overall enhancement of the rail station that 
would open directly into the new cap park 
over I-75/85. 

Multimodal Safe Streets
Five urban minor arterials currently cross 
I-75/85 within the Stitch proposed cap: 
Ted Turner Drive, West Peachtree Street, 
Peachtree Street, Courtland Street, and 
Piedmont Avenue. Of those streets, all but 
Peachtree Street are currently one-way 
roads. As designed, the roadways prioritize 
high speed, intracommunity travel over local 
safety. 

FIGURE 6. Civic Center MARTA Station, 
where 43 buses per hour stage during the 
peak period without a dedicated bus 
facility
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The Stitch scope of work includes the re-
design of each of these roads as more 
complete multimodal streets to support the 
new urban fabric. This will vastly improve 
safety for those traveling to and through 
Downtown in cars, on bikes, and by foot. 
Identified street design elements include 
wider sidewalks buffered with street 
trees and green infrastructure, as well as 
dedicated, protected bike lanes.  

Two of these roads – West Peachtree Street 
and Ted Turner Drive – are on Atlanta’s high-
injury network and will especially benefit 
from the safety-oriented improvements that 
would be realized through the restoration 
of two-way travel.  This conversion will not 
only provide quicker bus access to the new 
off-street intermodal facility, but will serve to 
lower speeds, and improve safety on two 
key Downtown corridors. The two-way streets 
will also support redevelopment of the 
vacant land parcels and the creation of an 
active, urban street edge for new residences 
and businesses. 

One historic street connection over I-75/85 – 
Alexander Street – will be re-established by 
the Stitch.

Reducing Housing & Transportation Costs
In Atlanta, the combined housing and 
transportation cost as a percentage of 
household income is 48%, 3% higher than 
the affordability standard recognized by the 
Center for Neighborhood Technology. The 
primary driver of Atlanta’s unaffordability is 
the cost of transportation (19%), rather than 
housing (29%).5 Investment in the Stitch – 
transformed safe, multimodal streets, access 
to transit and new parks and public space 
– will catalyze nearby development sites 
for affordable housing with direct access 
to MARTA and near the job centers in 
Downtown and Midtown.

Mainline Interstate Components
The area of I-75/85 that will be capped by 
the Stitch suffers from significant flooding and 
has sub-standard shoulders. The Stitch scope 
of work will mitigate these deficiencies and 
contribute to the state of good repair of 
the existing roadway and structures. Initial 
analysis reveals that the introduction of 
additional permeable surface in Downtown, 
coupled with the reduction of rainfall directly 
on the interstate provides an opportunity to 
reduce the peak stormwater flow rate by 
11% to 33%.  

FIGURE 7. Ted Turner Drive over I-75/85, 
adjacent to the proposed off-street bus 
facility location

FIGURE 8. Flooding of  I-75/85 closed 
all lanes of traffic, bringing Atlanta to a 
standstill

5Center for Neighborhood Technology
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Further, the Stitch project will widen the 
shoulders and enhance the retaining walls 
along the I-75/85 Stitch corridor.  Planning 
analysis for the Stitch will also consider the 
potential to modify the current Williams/
Spring interchange, as well as close the 
Peachtree/Pine interchange.  Ultimately, 
the most beneficial aspect of the Stitch 
infrastructure to the mainline interstate is the 
removal of short local trips from I-75/85 in 
favor of the reconnected local-street grid or 
other non-motorized modes all together.

vertical freeway photo

Evolution of the Stitch
The Stitch was first envisioned in 2001 as a 
concept for a new, expanded “Mayors 
Park” on Atlanta’s ‘Main Street’ – Peachtree 
Street - to honor Mayors Maynard Jackson 
and Ivan Allen Jr. who had recently died.  
In the subsequent years, the initial vision 
evolved, grew in scope, and gained 
momentum through the Imagine Downtown 

Plan, an Urban Land Institute Atlanta 
Center for Leadership Technical Advisory 
Program analysis, and the I-75/85 Connector 
Transformation vision plan. 

Building on the momentum of these studies, 
ADID funded the development of The 
Stitch Vision Plan. Completed in 2015, the 
vision plan more completely illustrated 
the opportunity, described the potential 
benefits, and explored the technical 
considerations of advancing a capping 
project. The resulting plan expanded the 
vision geographically and in intention by 
“re-stitching” the urban fabric of Downtown 
Atlanta with a new name and brand – The 
Stitch. 

During 2017 and 2018, the Stitch Existing 
Conditions, Constraints and Opportunities 
Report researched and validated the Stitch 
concept by reviewing the project for fatal 
engineering, design, and constructability 
flaws. Following this technical feasibility 
effort, the development of The Stitch 
Implementation Plan further advanced the 
predevelopment effort. The Implementation 
Plan recommended strategies for 
stakeholder engagement, governance, 
funding and financing, delivery, and 
approvals.

ADID intends to advance pre-design work 
for the cap structure for the first phase of 
the project in 2021. The pre-design work 
includes boundary and topographic surveys, 
subsurface utility engineering (SUE), and 
geotechnical engineering.

The planning work will include  extensive 
community engagement, crafting a 
common vision, and developing a plan for 
the top of the cap structure.

FIGURE 9. Existing retaining walls and 
shoulders are sub-standard
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  FIGURE 10. Project Timeline

19881988
Widening of I-75/85 through 
Downtown creates small areas of 
leftover right-of-way green space

20012001
The notion of expanding and 
connecting two existing parks over 
I-75/85 to create a ‘cap’ emerges

20042004
Original concept drawings enhanced 
to create a park recognizing two 
prominent former mayors of Atlanta 
- Ivan Allen Jr. and Maynard H. 
Jackson. 

20152015
ADID commissioned a study to revisit 
the cap idea. The resulting plan 
expanded the vision geographically 
and branded the project “The Stitch.”

2016 - 20192016 - 2019
ADID formed an Advisory Committee 
among funding partners and 
stakeholders to guide the next stage 
of predevelopment work. The work 
resulted in an “Implementation Plan.” 

2020 - 20212020 - 2021
ADID shares Implementation Plan 
recommendations, builds support 
for the project, and pursues funding 
support for the next phases of pre-
design and concept development.

20222022
The City of Atlanta and ADID plan 
to advance the RAISE-funded 
Stitch community planning effort, 
if selected. The effort foster broad-
based community involvement and 
support in shaping the policy and 
design of the transportation, land use, 
sustainability, and park elements. The 
effort will ensure all future design work 
is community-led. 

FIGURE 11. A 2004 conceptual rendering 
of an expanded Mayor’s Park

FIGURE 12. An illustrative site plan view 
from the Imagine Downtown plan 
identifying an expanded Mayor’s Park 
along Peachtree Street

FIGURE 13. Identification of ‘cap’ along 
Peachtree Street from the I-75/85 
Connector Transformation Vision
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Detailed Statement of Work
The scope to advance Stitch planning will 
begin with a community engagement 
strategy to support the project through 
the full ten-year timeline. The community 
engagement strategy will then support the 
development of plans for the elements 
on top of the cap structure: multimodal 
transportation elements, a zoning and 
affordable housing plan, a sustainability 
strategy, and schematic design of the park, 
green and open spaces. Each element 
will retain a focus on the desired outcome 
- the equitable, sustainable development 
of a human-scale, urban-centered, quality-
designed community. The Stitch Community 
Planning Effort will include the following 
tasks: 

Task 1: Community Engagement 
Strategy

This task will include development of a 
detailed community engagement program 
and a technical stakeholder outreach 
strategy that creatively involves a diverse 
set of audiences in innovative ways to 
foster dialogue and meaningful input. The 
engagement strategy will be rooted in the 
historic context of the area and be premised 
on inclusive and equitable principles. 
Special attention will be given to engaging 
Downtown residential communities, local 
churches, local businesses, neighborhood 
associations, and neighborhood planning 
units.

In addition to the community engagement 
program, a Steering Committee will be 
established to oversee the entire process, 
as well as Advisory Groups that focus on the 
topic areas of transportation, zoning and 
affordable housing, sustainability, and park 
design.

The community engagement strategy will 
provide a framework for the development 
of goals and related indicators to track 

the project’s success in the areas of 
access, mobility, equity, sustainability, and 
other key topics as defined through the 
planning process. Task 1 will also include 
the implementation of all engagement and 
will lay the groundwork for future National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) required 
submissions. 

Task 2: Multimodal 
Transportation Analysis

The vision for the Stitch is premised on 
reconnecting the former street grid. The 
Stitch includes five entirely new connections 
between existing streets. The Stitch vision 
calls for significant reduction in traffic 
capacity and slower speeds on the streets 
that currently cross the connector north-
south. The design and configuration of new 
streets, the existing north-south streets, and 
the resulting block structure require careful 
consideration. 

The Stitch RAISE Planning Grant will support 
the development of a multimodal street 
analysis and plan that considers pedestrian 
circulation, bike movement, transit access, 
and vehicular circulation. The streets plan 
will prioritize non-vehicular mobility and 
safety and consider integration with the 
surrounding streets and trail networks. The 
streets plan will include concept level 
designs, including street sections and 
streetscaping guidance, for each of the 
proposed new street connections within the 
Stitch. This work will be conducted in close 
coordination with the Atlanta Department 
of Transportation, GDOT, MARTA, and key 
active transportation advocacy groups and 
will provide for consistency with adopted 
guidelines and regulations.

Based on the planned street sections, 
a traffic analysis will be conducted to 
better understand the vehicular, bicycle, 
and pedestrian impacts of the proposed 
changes on both surface streets. A mainline 
interstate will also include the benefits of 
shoulder expansion. 
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Task 3: Land Use, Zoning, and 
Affordable Housing Policy

A key goal of the Stitch is to encourage 
new real estate development near the cap, 
including transit-oriented development 
around the Civic Center MARTA Station. 
A land use and zoning plan for the Stitch 
will develop criteria, guidelines, and policy 
to influence the design, financing, and 
entitlement of development within the Stitch 
impact area to ensure that the use, density, 
and orientation align with the Stitch vision 
for a new urban neighborhood centered on 
human-scale design. To develop context-
sensitive recommendations, demand 
analysis for major land use categories will 
be conducted based on population and 
job forecasts. From there, building height 
and massing will be considered from the 
perspective of the pedestrian. 

The land use and zoning plan will include 
a policy framework for the inclusion of 
affordable housing in properties adjacent 
to the Stitch. The plan will provide 
recommendations for targeted regulatory 
changes, strategic infrastructure investments, 
and other tools needed to achieve 
the Stitch’s vision for an inclusive urban 
neighborhood. The land use and zoning 
plan will be developed in close coordination 
with the City of Atlanta Department of City 
Planning, the Atlanta Housing Authority, the 
Atlanta Land Trust, foundations, community 
development financial institutions, HouseATL, 
and nonprofit developers.  

Task 4: Sustainability Strategy

The sustainability strategy for the Stitch will 
be developed from a systems perspective, 
addressing the planning, design, 
construction, operations, and maintenance 
of the public and private aspects of the 
Stitch.  It will consider materials (embodied 
carbon; using recycling and regional 
materials; diverting waste from landfills); 
energy (solar, district-based grids); 
water (water quality and stormwater 

management); ecology and habitat; and 
climate and risk (greenhouse gas emissions 
and carbon sequestration, air quality, urban 
heat island). 

The sustainability and resilience strategy 
will explore how these five categories are 
impacted at each stage of the project; it 
will provide recommendations for achieving 
sustainability and resilience goals while 
also evaluating the benefits that the 
recommendations can achieve.  

Task 5: Parks and Open Space  
Conceptual Design

Task 5 will be coordinated with all other 
tasks to ensure that planning is grounded 
in community engagement and considers 
the impacts of transportation, access, and 
sustainability on the final park design. 
Planning for the anticipated 14-acres of 
new park, green and open spaces will 
respond to the physical, natural, and cultural 
resource considerations that will impact the 
design, construction and use of the newly 
created public space.  Consideration will be 
given to drainage (particularly above the 
Connector); to environmental protection 
and mitigation features including natural 
habitats; to the relationship of existing 
and planned adjacent uses, both positive 
and negative including compatibility of 
uses, views, lighting, noise, and aesthetic 
characteristics.

The conceptual design for the newly 
created public spaces of the Stitch will 
determine the proposed uses for the 
sites and will consider the inclusion of 
passive and active spaces, greenspace, 
hardscape areas, playgrounds, recreation, 
performance stages, and public art. The 
design will outline potential programmatic 
approaches to the park with a focus on 
the history of the area, while recognizing all 
aspects of operations and maintenance 
needs and costs.
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Physical Location 
The Stitch is a regionally significant 
investment. The project is located in an 
Area of Persistent Poverty (Georgia, Fulton 
County, Census Tract 13121001900) within 
the Atlanta, Georgia urbanized area. While 
the most direct benefits of the project will be 
felt in Census Tract 13121001900, the project, 
which spans between Downtown Atlanta 
and Midtown Atlanta, will impact the entire 
City of Atlanta, the metropolitan region and 
beyond.  The project site is within a broken 
Downtown street grid and directly on top 
of a ¾ mile segment of  I-75/85 between 
Ted Turner Drive and Piedmont Avenue. The 
location is complex, rich urban mixed-use 
node characterized by a number of physical 
and cultural attributes. 

Heart of the City
Located in Atlanta’s historic city center 
along Peachtree Street, Atlanta’s signature 
street, the Stitch plays a critical role in 
Atlanta’s growth. As the City of Atlanta’s 
population continues to surge (it is predicted 
to more than double from 500,000 to 1.2 
million people by 20406), density will need 
to be strategically concentrated in already 
developed areas with transit connectivity, 
such as Downtown.7 This densification should 
foster the mode shift to biking, walking, and 
taking transit that is envisioned for Atlanta’s 
future.8 However, to better accommodate 
that growth, Downtown Atlanta must 
transform its currently underutilized space 
in the area’s largest gap in connectivity: 
I-75/85. 

PROJECT LOCATION

6Atlanta City Design 
7Atlanta City Design 

8Atlanta Transportation Plan

Design for Legibility
  FIGURE 14. Core Growth Area of Downtown

Source: The Atlanta City Design: Aspiring to the Beloved Community, 2017.
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  FIGURE 15. Concentrations of Demographic Criteria

   People of Color    No Vehicle Households    Households in Poverty

  Composite

Least to Most Concentrated

75/85

Census Tract 
13121001900

Adjacent Census Tract

Downtown

Fourth Ward 
West

Midtown

28%17%61%

.25 mi
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Population
The Stitch is located in an area of persistent 
poverty. Within census tract 13121001900, 
27.9% of residents are below the poverty 
line. This is nearly double the rate in Fulton 
County as a whole. The per capita income is 
$28,127, which is approximately three-fifths of 
the amount in the City of Atlanta ($47,424).9

See Figure 15 for a composite analysis 
of concentrations of people of color, no 
vehicle households, and households in 
poverty. The composite analysis calculates 
the percentage of each of the population 
groups present in every census tract in the 
City of Atlanta. Next, every census tract is 
classified into one of four bins and given a 
score of 1 to 4 based on standard deviations 
relative to the city mean. Scores of 3 and 2 

are one standard deviation 
above and below the 
mean, respectively. 
Scores of 4 and 1 are 
two standard deviations 
above and below the 
mean, respectively. 
A “4” represents most 
concentrated.

Then a cumulative numeric score up to 12 is 
calculated based on the concentration of 
a population identified in each bin across 
all three criteria. Every census tract has a 
maximum possible score of 12 since there 
are 3 criteria and a maximum bin score of 4 
per criteria.

Transit
The western edge of the project is located 
around the Civic Center MARTA station, a 
heavy rail station that literally bridges the 
interstate. This ‘bridged’ location positions 
the station access at long walking distances 
from all nearby buildings. Civic Center 
MARTA Station is significantly underutilized; 

daily station entries average approximately 
2,900 (2019). This represents approximately 
1% of MARTA’s overall daily heavy rail 
ridership. 

Despite the low overall ridership, the Civic 
Center MARTA Station is the most utilized 
commuter bus connection in the system; 
nearly 1,000 patrons transfer between 
commuter bus providers and MARTA each 
day. The bus queuing and loading at Civic 
Center Station occurs on-street along West 
Peachtree Street as there is currently no 
off-street bus facility in Downtown Atlanta. 
As part of the Stitch, there is an opportunity 
to enhance the Civic Center MARTA Station 
with a new off-street bus facility overbuilt 
with transit-oriented development. The 
proximity to Civic Center MARTA Station is 
pivotal to the success of the Stitch as it links 
the project to the existing 48-mile heavy 
rail system and allows for transit-oriented 
development adjacent to the site.

Bike Network and Trails
The future location of The Stitch is the missing 
link in Atlanta’s growing network of off-street, 
protected bicycle trails. To the east, at the 
Piedmont Avenue terminus of the Stitch, 
the Baker-Highland Connector Trail and 
the Freedom Park Trail connect Downtown 
Atlanta to the Atlanta Beltline just two miles 
away. Ultimately this network extends to the 
Stone Mountain Trail even further east.  To 
the west, a trail beginning at Centennial 
Olympic Park connects Downtown to the 
Atlanta Beltline on the Westside and further 
to the Procter Creek Greenway with plans 
all the way to the Silver Comet. These two 
trails - and the broader regional network with 
Downtown Atlanta at its hub - bring cyclists 
to Downtown.  The enhanced multimodal 
street network offered by the Stitch will 
support well-connected, pleasant, and safe 
travel to and from Downtown. 

9 2019 American Community Survey 5-year estimates

1 2 3 4

City Average

People of Color +
No Vehicle Households + 
Households in Poverty =

Composite Results
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  FIGURE 16. Existing Transit and Bicycle Infrastructure
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Housing and Jobs
Only 3% of Atlanta’s population lives in 
Downtown Atlanta, despite being one of 
the most density permissive areas in the 
City of Atlanta.  Comparatively, Downtown 
has 111,512 jobs, approximately 19% of the 
City’s total jobs. The low housing to jobs ratio 
brings adverse transportation patterns in 
the region and threatens Atlanta’s overall 
economic competitiveness.  Affordable, 
near-by housing for employees is essential to 
attracting and retaining a diverse workforce.  
Without it, employers add unsustainable cost 
burdens on their workforce, and lessen their 
quality of life.  

Only 1.5% of Downtown employees live and 
work in Downtown, while the remaining 
98% of workers commute from outside 
the submarket, the majority via single-
occupant vehicles.  Approximately 83% 
of working residents leave to work outside 

the submarket, with over half of them 
commuting to the North.  Accommodation 
and food services are the top sector for total 
employment (16,585 jobs) with average 
annual earnings per job of approximately 
$33,614. 

Real Estate Values 
As shown in Table 1, the growth of the tax 
digest of Downtown from 2009 to 2019 
trails that of the City of Atlanta overall: 
32% growth in the city compared to 5% 
Downtown.9 Historically, Downtown has 
held a disproportionate amount of the 
City’s value – on just 1% of City’s land mass 
stands approximately 7.5% of the tax digest 
and provides the City a net fiscal benefit of 
$44 million/year.10 However, as our growth 
continues to wane, so will Downtown’s ability 
to generate future revenue at scale for the 
City of Atlanta to grow and thrive.  

Table 1. Jobs to Housing Ratios for Downtown, 
Midtown, and the City of Atlanta 

Downtown City of Atlanta

Percent of City Land 1% 100%

Residents (Percent of 
Atlanta’s Population) 14,500 (3%) 479,098

Jobs (Percent of 
Atlanta’s Population) 111,512 (19%) 589,210 (100%)

Resident to Jobs Ratio 1 to 7.7 1 to 1.22

Tax Generated 7.5% 100%

Tax Digest Growth 
from 2009–2019 5% 32%

Source: OnTheMap, U.S. Census Bureau, LEHD, Bleakly 
Advisory Group, EMSI, Fulton County Tax Assessor 9Fulton County Tax Assessor 

10Economic Impact Analysis for Atlanta’s Peachtree 
Corridor
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Anchor Institutions & Partners
The Stitch is located at the center of multiple 
key anchor institutions, offering nearby 
access to a variety of jobs, healthcare 
facilities, and educational opportunities. 
When paired with affordable housing 
partners with existing land holdings, there is a 
significant opportunity to match housing and 
jobs in the area around the Stitch. 

Emory University Hospital Midtown’s campus 
borders the Stitch to the north and employs 
nearly 4,000 individuals, a constituency that 
can take advantage of an improved Civic 
Center MARTA Station. Grady Memorial 
Hospital—the fifth largest public hospital in 
the United States—sits one mile south of the 
Stitch. The location near a healthcare center 
also provides opportunities to further weave 
wellness into the overall design of the Stitch. 

The Stitch is flanked on either side by major 
institutions of higher learning. To the south, 
Georgia State University (GSU), which 
awards more bachelor’s degrees to Black 
students than any other nonprofit college 
or university in the country, sits less than one 
mile away. With its main campus Downtown, 
GSU has enrollment of nearly 50,000 students. 
To the north and across the interstate, the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in Midtown 
enrolls approximately 37,000 students and 
serves as the hub for the region’s growing 
technology and innovation sector. 
The Stitch will serve as a bridge between 
to the two universities and improve the 
perceived land gap. 

Affordable Housing
Existing
The Commons at Imperial Hotel borders the 
Stitch and provides 90 units of permanent 
supportive housing for seniors. Centennial 
Place, a 700 unit mixed income community, 
is less than a half a mile west of the site. 

Twelve Centennial, at 400 West 
Peachtree Street, a condominium housing 
development built in 2006 sold 100 units (20% 

of the total) to households earning less than 
80% of the Area Median Income ($68,880).

Built in 2006, The Reynolds at 565 Peachtree 
Street is a 130-unit condominium tower 
that includes 26 units that were there sold 
to households earning less than 80% of the 
Area Median Income.

Future 
Atlanta Housing owns the 19-acre former 
Civic Center site, located on land that was 
formerly the neighborhood of Buttermilk 
Bottom, which is just one block from the 
Stitch. The Stitch will catalyze Atlanta 
Housing’s redevelopment of site and 
connect future residents directly to transit.

St. Luke’s Episcopal Church owns significant 
acreage adjacent to the Stitch and is 
committed to creating affordable housing 
that enhances diverse populations and 
houses the unhoused. 

Atlanta First United Methodist Church and 
their housing partner Evergreen Real Estate 
Group are planning a 300 unit mixed-income 
development, adjacent to The Stitch.

Parks
Currently, Downtown Atlanta only has 
seven acres of parkland per 1,000 daytime 
residents, with the largest parks located on 
the edges and a severe lack of greenspace 
amenities in the center. The current 
parkland falls short of Project Greenspace’s 
goal of 10 acres of park land per 1,000 
residents citywide, a goal that matches the 
National Recreation and Park Association’s 
open space goal. Approximately 42% of 
Downtown must walk five minutes or more to 
access open space, and there are very few 
recreational fields or trails in Downtown.
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   FIGURE 17. Current Neighborhood Assets
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The City of Atlanta is requesting $1 million in FY 2021 RAISE planning funds for the Stitch, which 
is located in an Area of Persistent Poverty (Georgia, Fulton County, Census Tract 001900). 
Figure 14 presents the proposed share of funding to complete the Stitch Community Planning 
Effort.

III. GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES AND  
USES OF ALL PROJECT FUNDING 

Table 2. Grant Funds and Matching Sources

Source Amount Percentage

Atlanta Downtown 
Improvement District $250,000 20%

USDOT RAISE $1,000,000 80%

Total Cost $1,250,000 100%

An ADID resolution dated June 18, 2021 committing the local matching funding is provided 
in Appendix 1. 

If awarded, RAISE planning grant and ADID funds will support the following planning costs:

Table 3. RAISE Funds Use

Component Non-Federal (ADID) Federal (RAISE 
Planning Grant) Cost

Community 
Engagement Strategy $50,000 $200,000 $250,000

Multimodal 
Transportation 
Analysis 

$90,000 $360,000 $450,000

Zoning, Land Use, 
and Affordable 
Housing Policy

$30,000 $120,000 $150,000

Sustainability Strategy $30,000 $120,000 $150,000

Parks Design $50,000 $200,000 $250,000

Total Cost $250,000 $1,000,000 $1,250,000
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Primary: Safety
Retrofitting Existing Streets
Downtown Atlanta is currently divided by 
I-75/85. Five bridges (Piedmont Avenue, 
Courtland Street, Peachtree Street, West 
Peachtree Street, and Ted Turner Drive 
from east to west) are the only north-south 
connections over the 16-lane highway. Each 
of the bridges were designed to move cars 
quickly through Downtown rather than to 
provide safe, multimodal streets. The streets 
across the interstate are signed for twenty-
five miles per hour; however, the design 
speeds of Piedmont Avenue, Courtland 
Street, West Peachtree Street, and Ted 
Turner Drive are well above twenty-five miles 

per hour due to their one-way condition. A 
total of 1670 crashes were reported on the 
surface streets in the study area in the last 
five years.

The Stitch will retrofit the existing one-way 
streets, making them slow speed complete 
streets that are safe for bicyclists and 
pedestrians. This planned reduction in speed 
is the most effective way to reduce fatalities 
and severe injuries as “there is a direct 
correlation between higher speeds, crash 
risk, and the severity of injuries.”

As they run through the study area, all five 
existing streets will be converted to safer 
conditions that facilitate slow speeds and 

IV. SELECTION CRITERIA 

   FIGURE 18. Crashes within Study Area
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better mobility for bicyclists and pedestrians. 
This includes a two-way conversion of both 
Ted Turner Drive and West Peachtree Street 
and a capacity reduction on Courtland 
Street, Peachtree Street, and Piedmont 
Avenue. 

Ted Turner Drive would also include a 
reversible peak period bus-only lane 
for access to the proposed off-street 
bus facility. All five streets will undergo 
a 4- to 3- lane conversion (road diet), a 
proven Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) countermeasure. These roadway 
reconfigurations may result in an overall 
crash reduction of 19% to 47%.11 Figure 19 
displays the existing and proposed street 
sections for Ted Turner Drive.

New Safe Street Connections 
In addition to retrofitting the existing streets, 
the project proposes five new street 
connections within the existing Downtown 
grid. One of the new streets re-connects 
a street that was eliminated by interstate 
construction – Alexander Street between 
Ivan Allen Jr. Boulevard and Peachtree 
Street.  Other new streets will reduce the 
block sizes of the large, underutilized blocks 

currently surrounding the Stitch cap. Each 
new street will be a pedestrian-scale 
complete street, allowing multiple safe and 
comfortable options for movement to and 
through Downtown. 

Interstate Improvements
On the Connector, the Stitch will provide 
two significant safety benefits: a reduction 
in flooding due to enhanced stormwater 
management and the addition of a 
compliant shoulder on the 3/4 miles of 
interstate capped by the Stitch.  

In the last five years, more than 3,000 crashes 
resulting in four fatalities, 25 serious injuries, 
137 minor or visible injuries, and 822 injury 
complaints have occurred on the stretch of 
the Connector proposed to be capped by 
the Stitch. 

Additionally, the study area includes one off-
ramp and one on-ramp. The on-ramp onto 
Courtland Street is a hot spot for crashes. 
The proposed project will reduce local travel 
on the interstate, thereby reducing the 
vehicles—and consequently crashes—on 
the ramps in Downtown.  

   FIGURE 19. Current and Future Cross Sections

The existing street section on 
Ted Turner Drive—the car-
dominated road has four, 
fifteen-foot-wide lanes.

The proposed street section 
on Ted Turner Drive includes 
dedicated lanes for buses 
and bikes, narrowed vehicular 
lanes for slower speeds, 
and widened sidewalks with 
enhanced streetscaping.

11https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermea-
sures/road_diets/
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Primary: Environmental 
Sustainability
Emissions Reduction through Mode Shift 
and Overall Trip Decrease
Through the introduction of safer streets for 
bicycling and walking and improved access 
to the heavy rail transit system, the Stitch 
will yield significant environmental gains 
through reduced emissions due to mode 
shift away from single occupancy vehicles. 
A well-connected, pedestrian oriented 
neighborhood will also reduce overall 
local trip generation, resulting in emissions 
reduction. 

Electrification 
The off-street bus facility introduced as part 
of the Stitch will play a critical role in the 
electrification of the commuter bus fleet. 
The Atlanta-Region Transit Link Authority 
(ATL), the largest commuter bus operator in 
metro Atlanta, is beginning the process of 
electrifying their Xpress bus fleet. Electrifying 
the off-street bus facility would allow 
significantly more flexibility for Xpress and 
other bus operators to charge their fleets 
near Downtown destinations. 

Stormwater Management 
The Eastern Continental Divide cuts 
through Downtown, which means water in 
Downtown is directed toward both the Gulf 
of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean. There 
are high points (along portions of Peachtree 
Street) and low points near the Atlanta Civic 
Center and the I-75/85 Connector, which 
causes localized flooding during rain events. 
The topology of the area combines with 
a built environment rife with impervious 
surfaces and lacking sufficient tree canopy 
(Downtown has a 3% tree coverage 
compared to 48% citywide), which creates 
significant stormwater management 
challenges. 

The Stitch will introduce much-needed 
permeable surfaces to Downtown, and the 
design will specifically focus on maximizing 

the benefits of this green infrastructure. 
Preliminary feasibility work suggests that the 
Stitch can reduce the peak stormwater flow 
rate from 11% to 33%. 

Urban Heat Island 
The roads and buildings in Downtown 
absorb and reflect the sun’s heat. When 
compounded with a lack of trees and 
green spaces, Downtown Atlanta is a 
significant urban heat island. This causes a 
feedback loop where there is an increased 
demand for electricity in Downtown in the 
summer, leading to further emissions and the 
formation of ground-level ozone. The heat 
island also makes it more difficult to walk 
around the city as a pedestrian, particularly 
for sensitive populations. 

FIGURE 20. Downtown suffers from the urban 
heat island effect

A new 14-acre park will cool and clean 
Downtown’s air and sequester trapped 
carbon, reducing the urban heat island 
effect.
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Primary: Quality of Life
Redress Physical Barrier to Opportunity 
The Stitch will remove the physical barrier of 
the Connector and replace it with a new 
park space and reestablished two-way 
street grid. The cap will become a bridge to 
opportunity for neighborhoods separated 
from Downtown by the Connector. Residents 
will have safe access directly to jobs in 
Downtown and to the wider metro region 
through the Stitch’s direct connection to the 
MARTA heavy rail system. 

The reintroduction of equitable transit-
oriented housing adjacent to the Stitch will 
also provide more low and middle-income 
individuals with the opportunity to live in the 
heart of the city with excellent transit access, 
thereby lowering combined housing and 
transportation costs and improving quality of 
life. 

Improve Transportation Choices for 
Individuals
Access to the MARTA 48-mile heavy rail 
network provides mobility to the larger 
metro Atlanta area. The Civic Center MARTA 
Station is currently located on top of a 
highway overpass, separated by four lanes 
of high-speed traffic in each direction. Due 
to this isolated location, Civic Center is one 
of the least utilized MARTA stations in the 
system despite its location in Downtown. 
The Stitch will provide high quality, direct 
access to the Civic Center MARTA Station. 
This will improve transportation choices for all 
current residents and visitors within walking 
or biking distance of the station and create 
direct pathways for the new multifamily, 
affordable residential development that will 
be catalyzed by the Stitch. 

Walking and biking access will also be 
improved through the introduction of 
complete streets in the portions of the 
street network previously disturbed by the 
interstate. 

Direct Access to Anchor Institutions and 
Jobs   
The Stitch will create a connection to 
education, jobs, and healthcare by bridging 
the gap between Downtown and Midtown. 
The project is flanked by two of the region’s 
largest healthcare facilities and two major 
institutions of higher learning. In addition to 
improving access to these locations, the 
Stitch will connect the City of Atlanta’s two 
largest job centers (totaling approximately 
200,000 jobs) and foster broader regional 
connections to job centers using the 
existing heavy rail network and commuter 
bus service enhanced by a new off-street 
passenger facility.

Reduced Mortality Benefits for New 
Pedestrians and Bicyclists
Societal benefits of increased physical 
activity include increased productivity, 
decreased absenteeism, and decreased 
health care costs. Activities such as 
bicycling, walking, and running provide 
health benefits and decreased mortality 
benefits that accrue to individuals and 
society. 

The decreased mortality risk will apply to 
new bicyclists and pedestrians who take 
up active transportation as a result of the 
Stitch. Decreased mortality risk is anticipated 
to result in a reduction in annual fatalities. 
These benefits can be monetized using the 
Value of Statistical Life (VSL) of $10.9 million 
provided in the U.S. DOT BCA Guidance.

Improved Trip Quality Benefits for Existing 
Pedestrians and Cyclists 
Currently, many of the north-south 
streets that cross the Connector, such as 
Peachtree, Courtland, and Piedmont, are 
four lanes. These streets should be reduced 
in traffic capacity as they travel north 
across the highway. The Stitch will consider 
applying “complete streets” across all 
streets, ensuring walkability and a bicycle-
friendly set of routes.
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Primary: Economic 
Competitiveness 
Reduces Vacant Land, Promotes Private 
Investment, and Increases Property Tax 
Revenue 
Within a 10-minute walk of the Stitch, there 
are 64 acres of vacant or underutilized 
land in addition to the 14-acres of land 
consumed by the interstate right-of-way.  
The projected, estimated mix of new land 
uses spurred by the Stitch on adjacent and 
nearby sites includes approximately 6.3 
million square feet of office space, 300,000 
square feet of retail space, 1 million square 
feet of hotel, and 6.1 million square feet 
of residential space. Cumulatively, this 
represents between $1.7 and $2.5 billion in 
investment yielding an estimated $21 to $58 
million in new property tax revenue.

Noise Reduction and Proximity to Park 
Benefits on Property Values
The Stitch is expected to physically mitigate 
the negative impacts on property value 
caused by the I-75/85 Connector through 
both noise reduction and the introduction 
of new urban green space. Properties 
within 300 meters of an urban freeway have 
experienced a decline of 3.6% in value due 
to noise pollution.12

The proximity to the Stitch is expected to 
increase the price of properties within a 
walking distance. Property prices located 
within 500 feet of a park can be anticipated 
to increase by at least 5%.13

 
The current average residential property 
value within 500 feet of the proposed cap/
park is $232,084. A 5% increase translates to 
an average property value of approximately 
$243,700. This is significantly lower than the 
value of properties in areas adjacent to 
the project area, thus reflecting the long-
standing impact that the freeway has had 
on the value of properties in the project 
area.

Catalyzes Affordable Housing 
Of the estimated 13.6 million square feet 
of development catalyzed by the Stitch, 
approximately 6.1 million square feet are 
estimated to be residential. Given the 
proximity of housing partners and existing 
affordable ratios, the Stitch is expected to 
catalyze an estimated 866,127 square feet 
(12.26% of all new residential) of affordable 
residential development. Commitments 
from neighboring mission-driven partners 
such as Atlanta Housing and St. Luke’s 
Episcopal Church indicate that the ratio 
of housing will skew towards housing for 
those making less than 50% of Area Median 
Income (AMI). St. Luke’s owns four to five 
acres adjacent to the Stitch. Atlanta Housing 
owns the 19-acre Civic Center site, which 
was developed as an urban renewal project 
and now sits vacant in the Fourth Ward West 
neighborhood.  

12Lekovich, et al. (2015). “The effects of highway 
development on housing prices”. Retrieved from: https://
link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11116-015-9580-7
13Harnik and Welle (2009). “Measuring the Economic Value 
of a City Park System.” Retrieved from: https://www.tpl.org/
sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe-econvalueparks-
rpt.pdf

FIGURE 21. Redevelopment 
Opportunities within ½ mile of The Stitch
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Reduces the Burden of Commuting 
through Transit Oriented Development
Transportation costs are considered 
affordable if they are 15% or less of 
household income. In the metro Atlanta 
area, average transportation costs are 
19% of household income; this contributes 
to the region’s growing affordability crisis. 
For households located near the Stitch, 
total transportation costs are only 14% 
of household income . By virtue of direct 
access to jobs and the heavy rail network, 
the introduction of additional housing 
near the Stitch will reduce the burden of 
commuting for existing and future residents. 

Improves Overall Well-Being through 
Access to Green Space and Active 
Transportation
The construction of the Stitch will significantly 
increase Downtown’s total green space 
through the introduction of a usable 14-acre 
park where few dedicated urban spaces 
are readily accessible. The addition of a new 
green space where the interstate sits today 
is expected to improve mental and physical 
health outcomes, particularly for low-income 
populations.

Similarly, the reconnected grid will create 
opportunities to safely connect existing trail 
networks and improve access to active 
transportation infrastructure. 

Job Creation
Bridging the divide created by the interstate 
highway system and reconnecting 
neighborhoods will establish the 
fundamental building blocks of a prosperous 
economy. Closing the gap will create an 
estimated 800 construction jobs, generate 
an estimated 12,230 permanent jobs 
to be housed in the newly-constructed 
residential, office and hotel developments, 
and develop a pathway to more jobs by 
physically closing the gap with Midtown.

Primary: State of Good Repair 
Interstate System
The highway cap will enhance stormwater 
management. The reduction in interstate 
flooding will improve the longevity of the 
current interstate pavement and reduce the 
required frequency of drain maintenance. 

The Stitch project can widen the shoulders 
and enhance the retaining walls along the 
I-75/85 Stitch corridor. Planning analysis for 
the Stitch should also consider the potential 
to modify the current Williams/Spring 
interchange, as well as close the Peachtree/
Pine interchange.

Civic Center MARTA Station 
The current Civic Center MARTA Station 
has not seen significant upgrades since it 
opened in 1981. The Stitch will upgrade the 
facility and bring the station into a state of 
good repair. 

 FIGURE 22. Civic Center MARTA Station
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Secondary: Partnership
The Stitch will be delivered and maintained 
through a P3 between the City of Atlanta, 
the Atlanta Downtown Improvement 
District, and the Georgia Department of 
Transportation. 

The City of Atlanta is the sponsoring agency 
and will oversee and approve initial 
planning and concept development. The 
Atlanta Downtown Improvement District will 
execute project management, planning, 
design, and engineering work. GDOT will 
be the primary agency to review, approve, 
and permit the Stitch cap structure along 
with the oversight of the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). Additional public 
partners include MARTA, Atlanta Housing, 
regional transit operators, Invest Atlanta, the 
ATL, and the Atlanta Regional Commission. 

The project will also seek engagement of 
the general public; surrounding property 
owners; Emory University Hospital Midtown; 
community groups advocating for housing, 
transportation, and equity. 

Once the Stitch is constructed, it will remain 
a P3 with GDOT, primary public partner as 
owner of the improvements and a newly 
formed third party 501(c)(3) tax exempt 
entity as the private partner responsible 
for operating and managing the park. 
This will leverage GDOT’s experience and 
knowledge as owner of public infrastructure 
improvements and leverages the ability of 
a private non-profit entity to efficiently and 
effectively manage the implementation and 
day-to-day operations of the park. 

Secondary: Innovation –  
Financing
Public sources to fund the Stitch include a 
value capture strategy for deriving revenue 
from both a Tax Allocation District (TAD) and 
a Special Assessment District (SAD). Through 
tax increment financing and bond issuance, 
increased real estate values of $2 to $3 
billion are projected to generate funds of up 
to $100 million for development of the Stitch.
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Previous feasibility work on the Stitch 
confirms the viability of capping the 
Connector and reconnecting the land 
disrupted by the interstate. RAISE funding will 
carry the Stitch through the planning phases 
to ensure that it proceeds with significant 
community engagement at the forefront of 
the design. 

ADID has decades of experience partnering 
with the City of Atlanta to administer, 
implement, and maintain large capital 
projects. There is significant expertise on the 
ADID staff to both administer the planning 
contract funded by this opportunity and to 
continue to the steps to implementing the 
full vision. 

Schedule
The planning process funded by the RAISE 
grant is expected to take 12 months. The 
project will begin in January 2022 and 
conclude in December 2022.

V. PROJECT READINESS

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Task 1
Community 
Engagement 
Strategy
Task 2  
Multimodal 
Transportation 
Analysis
Task 3 
Land Use, 
Zoning, and 
Affordable 
Housing Policy
Task 4
Sustainability 
Strategy
Task 5
Parks and 
Open Space 
Conceptual 
Design

   FIGURE 23. 2022 Project Schedule
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1. ADID COMMITMENT RESOLUTION



84 Walton St NW #500 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

P: 404.658.5910 
F: 404.658.1919 

AtlantaDowntown.com 

R E S O L U T I O N 

WHEREAS, on April 13, 2021, the United States Department of Transportation ("USDOT") published a 
Notice of Funding Opportunity ("NOFO") under the U.S. Department of Transportation National Infrastructure 
Investments FY 2021 Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity ("RAISE") discretionary 
grant; and 

WHEREAS, $1 billion in grant funds will be awarded on a competitive basis to fund up to 80% of project 
costs of capital investments in surface transportation infrastructure projects that will have a significant local or 
regional impact; and  

WHEREAS, USDOT will award no more than $30 million for eligible planning, preparation or design of 
projects eligible for RAISE Grants, of which at least $10 million will be awarded to projects located in or to 
directly benefit areas of persistent poverty; and  

WHEREAS, the application deadline established by USDOT is July 12, 2021; and 

WHEREAS, this NOFO solicits applications from all eligible applicants, which includes local governments 
including the City of Atlanta ("City"); and  

WHEREAS, the City is applying in partnership with the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District (“ADID”), 
where ADID will manage the implementation of the grant and will be responsible for the local match funds 
and will be reimbursed for the federal funds through the City; and  

WHEREAS, the Stitch project (the "Project"), which is a proposal to cap over the section of Interstate 
75/85 (the Connector) in Atlanta’s central business district between Ted Turner Drive and Piedmont Avenue, 
meets or exceeds the selection criteria and performance measures identified in the NOFO to address safety, 
state of good repair, economic competitiveness, environmental sustainability, and quality of life in the City's 
transportation network; and  

WHEREAS, the Project aligns with the goals and values of City plans, including the Atlanta City Design 
and the One Atlanta: Strategic Transportation Plan; and  

WHEREAS, the application is to advance planning for the Project, including surface street and park 
design, elements of sustainability, and a community development approach; and  

WHEREAS, ADID has budgeted unencumbered funds to provide the required local matching dollars. 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, this 18th day of June 2021 that the Board of Directors of Atlanta 
Downtown Improvement District, Inc. supports an application for planning for the Stitch; and that ADID hereby 
commits to provide the required local cash matching funds of $250,000 if the City is awarded $1,000,000 
under the RAISE funding program; and that ADID will also manage the implementation of the grant. 

Craig B. Jones A.J. Robinson 
Chairman President 



2. LETTERS OF SUPPORT

• Atlanta Bicycle Coalition
• Atlanta City Council District 5, Natalyn

Mosby Archibong
• Atlanta Downtown Neighborhood

Association
• Atlanta Housing
• Atlanta Preservation Center
• Atlanta Regional Commission
• Atlanta-region Transit Link Authority

(The ATL)
• Banyan Street Capital
• Drapac Capital Partners
• Emory University Hospital Midtown
• Fourth Ward West
• Fulton County Commission, Vice Chair

Natalie Hall
• Gamma Real Estate
• Georgia Department of Transportation

(GDOT)
• Georgia Institute of Technology,

Institute for Sustainable Systems
• Georgia Power

• Integral
• Kaplan Residential
• Metro Atlanta Chamber of

Commerce
• Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit

Authority (MARTA)
• Partnership for Southern Equity
• Southern Environmental Law Center
• State Senator Nan Orrock
• State Transportation Board of Georgia,

Stacey Key
• Trust for Public Land
• United States Congresswoman

Nikema Williams
• United States Senator Jon Ossoff
• United States Senator Raphael

Warnock
• Woodfield Development
• Zeller Realty Group



July 7, 2021

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg
Secretary of Transportation
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant
The Stitch/capping I-75/85 Downtown Atlanta, Georgia

Dear Secretary Pete Buttigieg,

The Atlanta Bicycle Coalition is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE
application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in
Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By
capping the highway with the Stitch, the City of Atlanta and the environment will benefit from a
reconnected grid system featuring pedestrian and bicycle-oriented streets, a new 14-acre
greenspace, sustainable infrastructure and design, and equitable economic development on the
reclaimed spaces.

In the 1960s, homes in Buttermilk Bottom—a historically Black neighborhood— were razed to make
way for urban redevelopment while the construction (and subsequent widening) of Interstates 75
and 85 further disconnected the community and left behind vast areas of vacant land well into the
1980s.  Local streets were reconfigured to prioritize through traffic speed over multimodal mobility.
The Stitch will finally reconnect cleaved neighborhoods to the core of Downtown Atlanta in a
meaningful way, create safe surface streets that prioritize low-speed travel, and provide additional
equitable transit-oriented development, including affordable housing.

The RAISE planning grant will specifically support the development of an engagement strategy and
transportation plan rooted in inclusivity and equity. The engagement strategy will ground The Stitch
project through its ten-year implementation timeline and serve as a foundation for the rest of the
plan.

The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making the city denser, healthier, and more
sustainable. The Atlanta Bicycle Coalition looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance
The Stitch in an equity-centered way and encourages your favorable consideration of the City of
Atlanta’s RAISE application.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Serna
Executive Director
Atlanta Bicycle Coalition

The Atlanta Bicycle Coalition is a 501c3 nonprofit organization (EIN: 58-1996013).

2870 PEACHTREE RD. NW. #915-16719 I ATLANTA, GA 30305 I 404.881.1112 I WWW.ATLANTABIKE.ORG







  
June   10,   2021   

  
The   Honorable   Pete   Bu. gieg    
Secretary   of   Transporta�on     
U.S.   Department   of   Transporta�on     
1200   New   Jersey   Avenue,   SE     
Washington,   DC   20590    

Re:   RAISE   Discre�onary   Planning   Grant    
“The   S�tch:   Capping   Interstates   75/85,   Downtown   Atlanta,   Georgia”     

Dear   Mr.   Secretary,   

Please   allow   the   Atlanta   Downtown   Neighborhood   Associa�on   to   convey   enthusias�c   support   for   the   
City   of   Atlanta’s   RAISE   applica�on   for   a   planning   grant   whose   purpose   is   to   make   “The   S�tch”   (a   ¾-mile   
cap   of   Interstates   75/85   in   Downtown   Atlanta   from   the   Civic   Center   MARTA   Sta�on   at   West   Peachtree   
Street   to   Piedmont   Avenue)   a   reality.   Capping   the   highway   with   “The   S�tch”   promises   our   community,   
and   the   broader   City   of   Atlanta,   a   pedestrian-oriented   cityscape,   a   new   14-acre   greenspace   and   great   
poten�al   for   ongoing   prosperity.      

The   Atlanta   Downtown   neighborhood   encompasses   the   area   that   is   south   and   west   of   The   S�tch.   The   
S�tch   may   provide   improved   access   to   jobs   and   ameni�es   for   Downtown   neighbors   that   extends   further   
north   into   South-of-North   and   to   Midtown   Atlanta.   Be�er   pedestrian   access   to   Emory   University  
Hospital   and   the   Civic   Center   MARTA   rail   sta�on   would   be   a   big   advantage.   As   a   community,   we   feel   that   
adding   greenspace,   and   bridging   the   divide   that   was   created   when   Interstate   75/85   was   built,   will   
improve   the   quality   of   life   for   residents   and   for   others   who   invest,   work,   and   recreate   here.     

We feel   that   “The   S�tch”   has   the   poten�al   to   make   our   city   and   our   neighborhood   more   connected,   
sustainable,   invi�ng,   and   vibrant.   The   Atlanta   Downtown   Neighborhood   Associa�on   looks   forward   to   
vigorously   engaging   in   the   planning   efforts   to   advance   The   S�tch.    

Mr.   Secretary,   as   you   examine   poten�al   grantees,   please   consider   our   strong   endorsement   of   the   City   of   
Atlanta’s   RAISE   applica�on   and   help   launch   this   remarkable   opportunity   to   capture   and   exploit   the   
unmet   poten�al   of   this   perfect   space.   

Sincerely,     

Rob��   Jac���n     
Robyn   Jackson     
President,   Atlanta   Downtown   Neighborhood   Associa�on   
Atlanta   Downtown   Neighborhood   Associa�on   (ADNA)   P   O   Box   57021        Atlanta,   GA    30343   



 

 
July 6, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: U.S. DOT RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Atlanta Housing is pleased to support the City of Atlanta’s U.S. DOT RAISE application for a planning grant 
to advance the Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA 
Station at West Peachtree Street to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the existing highway with the Stitch, 
the community we serve will benefit from a reconnected pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre 
greenspace, and a more people-centric built environment that will catalyze new real estate investment – 
notably at our Civic Center site.  
 
Atlanta Housing is pleased to be leading the redevelopment of the 20-acre Civic Center site to deliver a 
projected $300 million investment into a node containing mixed-income and diverse housing with a 
variety of commercial uses where families can live, work and play.  Located in the Old Fourth Ward 
neighborhood, this node, home to families of diverse economic and cultural backgrounds, will be 
anchored to the community by the preservation of the historic Civic Center auditorium as a world class 
community-serving performing arts center. The success of the Civic Center redevelopment is dependent 
upon this community-wide strategy to connect the residents of the new housing and employees of the 
new commercial spaces with surrounding assets and amenities.  The Stitch will provide substantially 
improved access from the Civic Center to the Civic Center MARTA rail station, Emory University Hospital 
Midtown, and the core of the Downtown business district by bridging the divide created by the interstate. 
Not to mention the creation of 14 acres of new park space to improve the physical and mental health of 
Old Fourth Ward citizens. 
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, and vibrant. 
Atlanta Housing looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance the Stitch and encourages your 
favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Eugene Jones 
President and CEO 
 
cc: Jennifer Ball, Central Atlanta Progress 
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June 30, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation 
US Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
RE: City of Atlanta -The Stitch: Capping Interstates I-75/85, Downtown Atlanta RAISE Grant 
Application 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
This letter is the Atlanta Regional Commission’s (ARC) acknowledgement of the recent 
application by the City of Atlanta to the U.S. Department of Transportation for funding 
consideration under the FY 2021 Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and 
Equity (RAISE) Transportation Discretionary Grant program for The Stitch: Capping Interstates 
75/85, Downtown Atlanta project. 
 
On March 10, 2021, the ARC Board adopted the Atlanta Region’s Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP), which defines the region’s long-term development and transportation investment strategy. 
As the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Atlanta region, ARC supports the efforts of 
our local and state partner agencies to pursue all available funding avenues for projects such as 
this, which directly implements RTP goals and objectives of promoting an accessible and 
equitable transportation system and strategically expanding our transportation system. The Stitch 
project proposes a cap on the I-75/85 in downtown Atlanta, creating a reconnected pedestrian-
friendly street grid equipped with a new 14-acre greenspace providing for a more vibrant 
downtown and improved quality of life for neighboring communities.  Accordingly, ARC staff 
analysis of this proposal finds it to be accordant with RTP goals of providing healthy, livable 
communities and world-class infrastructure in the Atlanta region.  
 
In order to satisfy USDOT project readiness guidelines outlined in the April 13, 2021 Notice of 
Funding Opportunity documentation, ARC hereby certifies that any potential funding award can 
be amended to the Atlanta Region’s Transportation Improvement Program entry for this project 
in an expeditious manner.  
  
Please contact me should there be any questions about ARC’s support of the City of Atlanta’s 
application for RAISE Grant funding.  
 
 

Sincerely, 

 
John Orr 
Manager, Transportation Access & Mobility Group 
ARC 



Atlanta-region Transit Link Authority 

July 1, 2021 

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 

The Atlanta-region Transit Link Authority (The ATL) supports the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning 
grant application seeking funding to advance the current Stitch vision plan toward implementation. 
The Stitch, a ¾-mile long cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta extends from the Civic 
Center MARTA rail station at West Peachtree Street to Piedmont Avenue.  By capping the existing 
highway with the Stitch, the MARTA system and the broader community will benefit from a 
reconnected pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric 
built environment that will catalyze new real estate investment. 

The ATL is particularly interested in the planned off-street bus facility adjacent to the Civic Center 
MARTA station. The facility will relieve on-street bus congestion at the station and provide direct 
patron access between bus and rail by facilitating bus staging and passenger pick-up and drop-off 
at an off-street facility. The ATL has participated in planning studies recommending this bus facility 
previously and looks forward to collaborating as the project advances.  

The ATL looks forward to participating in planning work for the Stitch in order to understand and 
document the potential impacts and benefits of the proposed infrastructure investment and 
requests your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application for this purpose. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Tomlinson 
Executive Director 
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June 21, 2021 
 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Banyan Street Capital is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE 
application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in 
Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont 
Avenue. By capping the highway with The Stitch, our community and the broader City of 
Atlanta will benefit from a reconnected grid system featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 
14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric built environment.  
 
As one of the largest property owners in and champions of Downtown Atlanta, we have seen the 
enduring impacts that the Downtown Connector has had on our community and surrounding 
neighborhoods: a disconnected central business district with lagging growth and poor pedestrian 
experiences. Compared with neighboring Midtown Atlanta – a mere quarter mile north of the 
proposed Stitch – Downtown’s rents are anywhere from 30-50% less.    Given these economics, 
Downtown Atlanta has not captured its fair share of new housing or commercial development, 
and private investment has concentrated in Midtown, Buckhead and wealthy suburbs. 
 
The Stitch will change this calculus and serve as a catalyst for private development in the area by 
providing amenities such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These 
features will help attract Atlanta’s next generation of residents, employees, and small business 
owners, while also providing the infrastructure for legacy residents to age in place and have 
access to the services they need to thrive. Downtown Atlanta also includes some of Atlanta’s 
poorest historically black communities, as well as the Atlanta University Center, the oldest and 
largest contiguous consortium of African-American higher education institutions in the United 



  
 

 
 
 

 

 

80 SW 8th Street, Suite 2200, Miami, Florida 33130 
305.722.9400 | banyanstreet.com 

States, so The Stitch is also a model of equitable public investment in an area of legacy 
disinvestment. 
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, 
and vibrant.  I look forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch and encourage 
your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
K. Taylor White 
Principal and Senior Managing Director, 
Banyan Street Capital 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
June 15, 2021 
 
 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Drapac Capital Partners is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE 
application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown 
Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the 
highway with The Stitch, our community and the broader City of Atlanta will benefit from a reconnected 
grid system featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric 
built environment.  
 
As property owners and champions of Downtown Atlanta, we have seen the enduring impacts that the 
Downtown Connector has had on our community: a disconnected central business district with lagging 
growth and poor pedestrian experiences. Compared with neighboring Midtown Atlanta – a mere 
quarter mile north of the proposed Stitch – Downtown’s rents are anywhere from 30-50% less.    Given 
these economics, Downtown Atlanta has not captured its fair share of new housing or commercial 
development. 
 
The Stitch will change this calculus and serve as a catalyst for private development in the area by 
providing amenities such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These 
features help attract Atlanta’s next generation of residents, employees, and small business owners, 
while also providing the infrastructure for legacy residents to age in place and have access to the 
services they need to thrive.  
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The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, and 
vibrant.  Drapac Capital Partners looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch and 
encourages your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Sebastian Drapac 
Chief Operating Officer 
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July 8, 2021 

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 

Secretary of Transportation  

U.S. Department of Transportation  

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  

Washington, DC 20590 

 

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 

 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  

 

Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 

I am writing to express my support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant application seeking funding to 
advance the Stitch vision plan toward implementation.  The Stitch, a ¾-mile long ‘cap’ of Interstates 75/85 in 
Downtown Atlanta aims to build a reconnected pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre greenspace, and 
a more people-centric built environment that will catalyze new real estate investment to benefit the 
immediate neighborhood, the City of Atlanta and the entire Metro Atlanta region. 

Like many urban centers across our country, Downtown Atlanta’s connectivity to surrounding neighborhoods 
was severed by highway construction during the latter half of the 20th century. Interstate 75/85, one of 
Atlanta’s largest “urban renewal projects,” cut right through the heart of Downtown and removed the streets, 
buildings, and communities in its path. Now, in recognition of the lasting physical and economic effects of this 
impact, the Stitch seeks to bridge the divide and repair the fabric of the community.  

 The Stitch’s identified community benefits are interconnected and extensive ranging from building safe 
streets that prioritize walking and biking and reducing barriers to economic opportunity to mitigating urban 
heat island effects and closing the investment gap created by the highway.  This integrated benefit approach is 
exactly what is envisioned by the proposed Restoring Neighborhoods and Strengthening Communities Act.  

mailto:natalie.hall@fultoncountyga.gov


 

A detailed planning effort for the Stitch, specifically the work needed to ensure that an investment in the 
transportation infrastructure to cap the interstate fulfills the promise of a connected and livable urban 
neighborhood, is an ideal use of the RAISE discretionary planning grant program.   The identified scope of work 
will support robust community engagement premised on inclusive and equitable principles that respect the 
historic context of the area, along with the technical scopes of work related to transportation, land use, 
sustainability and parks that will guide the future design and construction.   

Thank you in advance for your thorough review and favorable consideration of this application.  Please do not 
hesitate to contact me directly at natalie.hall@fultoncountyga.gov or 404-612-8226 for more information.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
 
Natalie Hall  
Fulton County Commissioner, District 4  
 



 

 

101 Park Avenue | 11th Floor | New York, NY 10178 | 212.922.0222 

 June 11, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Gamma Real Estate is pleased to express its strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE grant 
application for The Stitch project.  
 
The story of urban destruction in the wake of America’s twentieth-century highway program is a 
familiar one, but Atlanta’s “downtown connector” represents perhaps its paragon. By capping 
the central stretch the I75/I85 with a reconnected grid system, 14 acres of new greenspace, and 
transit-oriented development, the community, city, and region as a whole will benefit from a 
return to human scale in this locus of the South’s unofficial capital.  
 
As property owners and champions of Downtown Atlanta, we have seen the enduring impacts 
that the Downtown Connector has had on our community: a disconnected central business 
district with lagging growth and poor pedestrian experiences has led to broken promises of 
residential development and the vitality that comes with a mixed-use environment. It has been 
proven on an local scale, furthermore, that density is in demand. Compared with neighboring 
Midtown Atlanta – a mere quarter mile north of the proposed Stitch and with no intrinsic 
differences – Downtown’s rents are anywhere from 30-50% less. 
 
Collectively, we cannot pass up the opportunity to stitch the city of Atlanta back together. The 
Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta, and could prove an important example of the power that 
human-centric development and planning has to offer to our country. Those of us who believe in 
Atlanta appreciate your consideration and support. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Matthew Jacobs 
Managing Director 
 
  
 



Russell R. McMurry, P.E., Commissioner 
One Georgia Center  
600 West Peachtree Street, NW  
Atlanta, GA 30308 

 (404) 631-1000 Main Office 

June 18, 2021 
 
 
 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
The Georgia Department of Transportation has been briefed on The Stitch proposal to ‘cap’ Interstates 
75/85 in Downtown Atlanta between Ted Turner Drive and Piedmont Avenue.  The Department is also 
aware of the details of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant application to pursue planning work 
needed to advance the current vision plan toward further detail. The Department will cooperate with the 
City of Atlanta during the completion of further planning work for the Stitch in order to understand and 
document the potential impacts and benefits of the proposed infrastructure investment. 
 
The Georgia Department of Transportation will be the primary agency to review, approve and 
permit the Stitch cap structure along with the oversight of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  
In this formal role as the owner and operator of I-75/85, the Department will coordinate with the Stitch 
planning team to ensure the processes proceed in a manner consistent with our responsibilities for 
operations and maintenance.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Meg B. Pirkle, P.E. 
Chief Engineer 
 



 

Brook Byers Institute for Sustainable Systems 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

760 Spring Street, Suite 120 

Atlanta, GA 30332-0595  USA 

Phone:  404-894-7895, Fax:  404-894-7896 

sustainable.gatech.edu 
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June 15, 2021 
 

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 

Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 

 The Stitch/capping I-75/85 Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  

 

Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 

 

On behalf of the Brook Byers Institute for Sustainable Systems at Georgia Tech and the ~1000+ 

faculty and students directly engaged in sustainability research and education at one of the world’s 

leading technological research universities, I am pleased to express our strong support for the City of 

Atlanta’s RAISE application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch. The Stich is a ¾-mile cap of 

Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta adjacent to Georgia Tech’s 400-acre campus. By capping the 

highway with the Stitch, our community will benefit by reconnecting the neighborhoods that were 

cleaved apart by the interstates.  

 

Featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, and sustainable infrastructure and 

design, The Stich will decrease the emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants, improve 

access to jobs and critical health, wellness, and educational institutions, and create new options for 

transit-oriented housing. Bridging the divide created by the interstate with a new greenspace will 

improve the physical and mental health of our residents and capture more carbon, reduce 

stormwater runoff, and mitigate urban heat island effects. In maximizing private-public partnerships, 

The Stitch will be a model for inclusive, sustainable, and regenerative design for cities across the 

United States. 

 

The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making the city healthier, more sustainable, and 

better positioned to address the effects of climate change. The Brook Byers Institute for Sustainable 

Systems and Georgia Tech is committed to engaging in environmental planning efforts to advance 

The Stitch and encourages your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Michael E. Chang, Ph.D. 
Deputy Director 
chang@gatech.edu, 404-385-0573 
 
 

mailto:chang@gatech.edu


 

 
June 30, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Georgia Power is pleased to express our support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application for a planning 
grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center 
MARTA Station at West Peachtree Street to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the highway with The Stitch, our 
community and the broader City of Atlanta will benefit from a reconnected grid system featuring pedestrian-
oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric built environment.  
 
As long-time property owners immediately adjacent to I-75/85, we have seen the enduring impacts that the 
Downtown Connector has had on our community: a disconnected central business district with lagging 
growth and poor pedestrian experiences.  
 
The Stitch is intended to create positive change and serve as a catalyst for private development in the area by 
providing amenities such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These features 
would help attract Atlanta’s next generation of residents, employees, and small business owners. 
 
The Stitch would be an asset to the future of Atlanta and toward making our city more connected, 
sustainable, and vibrant. Georgia Power looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch 
and encourages your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Bentina Chisolm Terry 
Senior Vice President 
Region External Affairs & Community Engagement 
 

 







kaplanresidential.comOffice 305.901.2200 Fax 305.901.2201

1111 Kane Concourse, Suite 302 | Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154

June 11, 2021

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg
Secretary of Transportation 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia 

Dear Secretary Buttigieg:

Kaplan Residential is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application for a planning 
grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA Station 
at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the highway with The Stitch, our community and the broader City of 
Atlanta will benefit from a reconnected grid system featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, and 
a more people-centric built environment. 

As property owners and champions of Downtown Atlanta, we have seen the enduring impacts that the Downtown 
Connector has had on our community: a disconnected central business district with lagging growth and poor pedestrian 
experiences. Compared with neighboring Midtown Atlanta – a mere quarter mile north of the proposed Stitch – 
Downtown’s rents are anywhere from 30-50% less.    Given these economics, Downtown Atlanta has not captured its fair 
share of new housing or commercial development.

The Stitch will change this calculus and serve as a catalyst for private development in the area by providing amenities 
such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These features help attract Atlanta’s next 
generation of residents, employees, and small business owners, while also providing the infrastructure for legacy 
residents to age in place and have access to the services they need to thrive. 

The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, and vibrant.  Kaplan 
Residential looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch and encourages your favorable 
consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application. 

Sincerely,

Morris Kaplan 
President



 

191 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 3400 | Atlanta, Georgia 30303 | 404.880.9000 | 

MetroAtlantaChamber.com 

Tuesday, June 22, 2021 
 
 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
The Metro Atlanta Chamber is pleased to express our support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application 
for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta. The 
project creates a unique and necessary opportunity to reconnect communities and bring quality 
housing, jobs, and economic vitality to an area of longstanding disinvestment.  
 
For over 160 years, the Metro Atlanta Chamber has worked to strengthen the qualities that make 
Atlanta one of the nation’s most unique metros — its neighborhoods, culture, quality of life, welcoming 
business community and more. Still, as Atlanta leads the nation as a welcoming location with a rich Black 
community, racial inequity and immobility are all too prevalent. This has led to patterns of lagging 
growth, particularly in areas of the city most impacted by the highway construction.   
 
The Stitch will change this calculus and serve as a catalyst for private development by providing 
amenities such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These features help 
attract Atlanta’s next generation of residents, employees, and small business owners, while also 
providing the infrastructure for legacy residents to age in place and have access to the services they 
need to thrive. In this way, The Stitch is a model of equitable public investment that will help fuel smart, 
more balanced growth in the years to come.  
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, and 
vibrant. We look forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch and encourage your 
favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application. Please do not hesitate to reach out 
with any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Katie Kirkpatrick, P.E. 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
 



 

2424 Piedmont Rd. N.E. 
Atlanta Ga, 30324 
 

July 2, 2021 
 
 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) supports the City of Atlanta’s RAISE 
planning grant application seeking funding to advance the current Stitch vision plan toward 
implementation.  The Stitch, a ¾-mile long cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta extends from 
the Civic Center MARTA rail station at West Peachtree Street to Piedmont Avenue.  By capping the 
existing highway with the Stitch, the MARTA system and the broader community will benefit from a 
reconnected pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre green space, and a more people-centric built 
environment that will catalyze new real estate investment. 
 
MARTA is particularly interested in the benefits that the Stitch infrastructure will deliver for our transit 
system, which include: 

• An off-street bus facility that will relieve on-street bus congestion at the station and provide 
direct patron access between bus and rail by facilitating bus staging and passenger pick-up and 
drop-off at an off-street facility;  

• Improved access to the existing heavy rail station through the creation of new street 
connections over I-75/85, as well as improvements to existing streets to support safe access by 
non-motorized travel modes seeking to reach the rail system from the surrounding 
neighborhood; and  

• Anticipated increased transit ridership driven by the extensive transit-oriented development 
opportunities on currently vacant and underutilized land catalyzed by improved access and the 
creation of 14-acres of new parks and open space.   

 
MARTA looks forward to participating in planning work for the Stitch to understand and document the 
potential impacts and benefits of the proposed infrastructure investment and requests your favorable 
consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application for this purpose. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Jeffrey A. Parker   
General Manager/CEO  
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June 17, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch/capping I-75/85 Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Pete Buttigieg, 
 
The Partnership for Southern Equity is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE 
application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown 
Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the 
highway with the Stitch, the City of Atlanta and the environment will benefit from a reconnected grid 
system featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, sustainable infrastructure and 
design, and equitable economic development on the reclaimed spaces. 
 
In the 1960s, homes in Buttermilk Bottom—a historically African American neighborhood— were razed 
to make way for urban redevelopment while the construction (and subsequent widening) of Interstates 
75 and 85 further disconnected the community and left behind vast areas of vacant land well into the 
1980s.  Some of that land is still vacant today.   The Stitch will finally reconnect cleaved neighborhoods to 
the core of Downtown Atlanta in a meaningful way and provide additional equitable transit-oriented 
development, including affordable housing. 
 
The RAISE planning grant will specifically support the development of an engagement strategy rooted in 
inclusivity and equity. The engagement strategy will ground The Stitch project through its ten-year 
implementation timeline and serve as a foundation for the other three elements funded by the RAISE 
grant: streets plans, a park plan, a sustainability plan and land use/zoning plan with a focus on affordable 
housing policies.  
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making the city denser, healthier, and more sustainable. 
The Partnership for Southern Equity looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch 
in an equity-centered way and encourages your favorable consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE 
application.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Nathaniel Smith, Jr. 
Founder and Chief Equity Officer 

http://www.psequity.org/
mailto:info@psequity.org


 

 
 
 
 
 

June 25, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 

Re: RAISE Planning Grant: The Stitch/capping I-75/85 Downtown Atlanta, GA  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg, 
 

The Southern Environmental Law Center writes to express our strong support for the City 
of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant application for “The Stitch,” a project to cap ¾-mile of 
Interstate 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta between the Civic Center MARTA Station and Piedmont 
Avenue. SELC is a non-partisan, non-profit organization that works throughout the Southeast to 
promote transportation and land use decisions that strengthen our communities, protect our 
environment, and improve our quality of life. 
 

The Stitch will help the City of Atlanta begin to repair the damage done by the 
construction (and repeated widening) of Interstate 75/85 through the very core of the City. 
Interstate 75/85 is a dozen lanes wide and substantially below street level, a scar left by the 
decision to put Atlanta’s cars before its communities. To cross this concrete canyon, pedestrians 
and cyclists are forced to use one of the few bridges and endure the Interstate’s noise and air 
pollution. Most nearby properties are under-utilized and designed to serve automobile traffic, 
further widening the divide between the adjacent communities.   

 
The Stitch will help repair this damage by reconnecting these communities and embodies 

the Biden Administration’s goal to “Build Back Better.”  Capping the Interstate and reconnecting 
the street grid improve mobility options for pedestrians and cyclists and buffers them from noise 
and air pollution. The new greenspace will itself be an amenity, and creates an opportunity to 
reduce stormwater runoff, capture carbon dioxide, and mitigate the urban heat island effect 
through the use of green infrastructure. The Stitch will also leverage the existing Civic Center 
MARTA station to greater impact, better connecting the regional rail network to the job centers, 
healthcare facilities, and civic amenities located nearby.  
 
 The Stitch exemplifies the type of transformational project that cities like Atlanta can use 
to rectify the damage done by historic transportation projects and to address the threat of climate 
change. Accordingly, the Southern Environmental Law Center strongly supports this RAISE 
grant application and looks forward to participating in efforts to bring the Stitch’s promise to 
reality.   
 



If you have any questions, please contact me at (404) 521-9900 or bgist@selcga.org.  
 

Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Brian L. Gist 
Senior Attorney 
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 July 6, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
I am writing to express my support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant application seeking funding to 
advance the Stitch vision plan toward implementation.  The Stitch, a ¾-mile long ‘cap’ of Interstates 75/85 in 
Downtown Atlanta aims to build a reconnected pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more 
people-centric built environment that will catalyze new real estate investment to benefit the immediate 
neighborhood, the City of Atlanta and the entire Metro Atlanta region. 
 
Like many urban centers across our country, Downtown Atlanta’s connectivity to surrounding neighborhoods was 
severed by highway construction during the latter half of the 20th century. Interstate 75/85, one of Atlanta’s largest 
“urban renewal projects,” cut right through the heart of Downtown and removed the streets, buildings, and 
communities in its path. Now, in recognition of the lasting physical and economic effects of this impact, the Stitch 
seeks to bridge the divide and repair the fabric of the community.  The Stitch’s identified community benefits are 
interconnected and extensive ranging from building safe streets that prioritize walking and biking and reducing 
barriers to economic opportunity to mitigating urban heat island effects and closing the investment gap created by 
the highway.  This integrated benefit approach is exactly what is envisioned by the proposed Restoring 
Neighborhoods and Strengthening Communities Act.  
 
A detailed planning effort for the Stitch, specifically the work needed to ensure that an investment in the 
transportation infrastructure to cap the interstate fulfills the promise of a connected and livable urban neighborhood, 
is an ideal use of the RAISE discretionary planning grant program.   The identified scope of work will support 
robust community engagement premised on inclusive and equitable principles that respect the historic context of the 
area, along with the technical scopes of work related to transportation, land use, sustainability and parks that will 
guide the future design and construction.   
 
Thank you in advance for your thorough review and favorable consideration of this application.  Please do not 
hesitate to contact me directly or LaTonia Long at 404-463-8054 for more information.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Nan Orrock 
Georgia State Senator  
 
Cc Honorable Keisha Lance Bottoms, Mayor, City of Atlanta 
 







June 15, 2021 

 

The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 

Secretary of Transportation  

U.S. Department of Transportation  

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  

Washington, DC 20590 

 

Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 

  The Stitch/capping I-75/85 Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  

 

Dear Secretary Pete Buttigieg, 

 

The Trust for Public Land is pleased to express our strong support for the City of 

Atlanta’s RAISE application for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile 

cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the Civic Center MARTA 

Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the highway with 

the Stitch, the City of Atlanta and the environment will benefit from a 

reconnected grid system featuring pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre 

greenspace, and sustainable infrastructure and design that will help to mitigate 

the effects of climate change. 

 

The Trust for Public Land works with governments across the country to build 

parks and preserve land for people.  The Stitch is an innovative example of how 

we can use parks to address a multitude of challenges facing cities – from 

transportation to stormwater to climate change – while improving the health 

and quality of life of residents.  The Trust for Public Land also is excited that The 

Stitch will reconnect pieces of Atlanta’s urban fabric that was severed by the 

construction of Interstates 75/85 through the heart of its downtown.  Through 

public-private partnerships, the Stitch will become a model for sustainable, 

energy-efficient design for cities across the United States as they endeavor to 

implement climate responsive design strategies. 

 

The Trust for Public Land looks forward to engaging in environmental planning 

efforts to advance The Stitch and encourages your favorable consideration of the 

City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  

 

Sincerely, 

  
George Dusenbury 

Georgia/Alabama State Director 
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June 29, 2021 

 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, D.C. 20590 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg, 
 
I write to express my strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant application. 
If awarded, the City of Atlanta would apply the RAISE grant funding to execute a detailed 
planning effort of the City’s Stitch vision plan. Specifically, the city would be able to develop a 
path forward to ensure that the planned investment in Atlanta’s transportation infrastructure 
fulfills the promise of a connected and livable urban neighborhood. 
 
Downtown Atlanta’s connectivity to surrounding neighborhoods was severed by the construction 
of Interstate 75/85, one of Atlanta’s largest “urban renewal projects,” which cut right through the 
heart of Downtown and removed the streets, buildings, and communities in its path. The Stitch, a 
¾-mile long ‘cap’ of this highway in Downtown Atlanta aims to re-build a reconnected 
pedestrian-friendly street grid, create a new 14-acre greenspace, and foster a more people-centric 
built environment that will catalyze new real estate investment to benefit the immediate 
neighborhood and the entire City of Atlanta. 
 
The Stitch seeks to bridge the divide and repair the fabric of the neighborhood by delivering 
integrated community benefits. The Stitch’s identified community benefits wide reaching and 
range from building safe streets that prioritize walking and biking and reducing barriers to 
economic opportunity to mitigating urban heat island effects and closing the investment gap 
created by the highway. 
 
A successful complete of the Stitch project directly aligns with President Biden’s and my own 
plans to Build Back Better and restore neighborhoods and strengthen communities disrupted and 
segregated by these urban renewal projects. 
 
The identified scope of work will support robust community engagement premised on inclusive 
and equitable principles that respect the historic context of the area, along with the technical 
scopes of work related to transportation, land use, sustainability and parks that will guide the 
future design and construction.   



 
Should the City of Atlanta be granted the Department of Transportation’s RAISE planning grant, 
I am confident it will produce a transportation infrastructure investment plan that supports robust 
community engagement premised on inclusive and equitable principles that respect the historic 
context of the area, along with the technical scopes of work related to transportation, land use, 
sustainability and parks that will guide the future design and construction. Thank you in advance 
for your consideration of this application.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Nikema Williams  
Member of Congress 
 



 
 
 
 

July 6, 2021 

 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg, Secretary 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant and the Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown 
Atlanta, Georgia  
 
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg, 
 
I am writing to express my strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE planning grant 
application seeking funding to advance the Stitch vision plan toward implementation. The Stitch, 
a ¾-mile long ‘cap’ of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta aims to build a reconnected 
pedestrian-friendly street grid, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric built 
environment that will catalyze new real estate investment to benefit the immediate neighborhood, 
the City of Atlanta and the entire Metro Atlanta region. 
 
Like many urban centers across our country, Downtown Atlanta’s connectivity to surrounding 
neighborhoods was severed by highway construction during the latter half of the 20th century. 
Interstate 75/85, one of Atlanta’s largest “urban renewal projects,” cut right through the heart of 
Downtown and removed the streets, buildings, and communities in its path. Now, in recognition 
of the lasting physical and economic effects of this impact, the Stitch seeks to bridge the divide 
and repair the fabric of the community. The Stitch’s identified community benefits are 
interconnected and extensive ranging from building safe streets that prioritize walking and biking 
and reducing barriers to economic opportunity to mitigating urban heat island effects and closing 
the investment gap created by the highway. This integrated benefit approach is exactly what is 
envisioned by the proposed Restoring Neighborhoods and Strengthening Communities Act.  
 
A detailed planning effort for the Stitch, specifically the work needed to ensure that an investment 
in the transportation infrastructure to cap the interstate fulfills the promise of a connected and 
livable urban neighborhood, is an ideal use of the RAISE discretionary planning grant program.   
The identified scope of work will support robust community engagement premised on inclusive 
and equitable principles that respect the historic context of the area, along with the technical scopes 
of work related to transportation, land use, sustainability and parks that will guide the future design 
and construction. 
 
 



 

I am honored to support City of Atlanta’s application for participation, and ask that it be given full 
and fair consideration.  If you have any questions about this letter or if I can be of further 
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact my office at (202) 224-3643.  

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Reverend Raphael Warnock 
United States Senator 







 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 11, 2021 
 
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Secretary of Transportation  
U.S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Re: RAISE Discretionary Planning Grant 
 The Stitch: Capping Interstates 75/85, Downtown Atlanta, Georgia  
 
Dear Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
Woodfield Development is pleased to express our strong support for the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application 
for a planning grant to advance The Stitch, a ¾-mile cap of Interstates 75/85 in Downtown Atlanta from the 
Civic Center MARTA Station at Ted Turner Drive to Piedmont Avenue. By capping the highway with The Stitch, 
our community and the broader City of Atlanta will benefit from a reconnected grid system featuring 
pedestrian-oriented streets, a new 14-acre greenspace, and a more people-centric built environment.  
 
As property owners and champions of Downtown Atlanta, we have seen the enduring impacts that the 
Downtown Connector has had on our community: a disconnected central business district with lagging 
growth and poor pedestrian experiences. Compared with neighboring Midtown Atlanta – a mere quarter mile 
north of the proposed Stitch – Downtown’s rents are anywhere from 30-50% less.    Given these economics, 
Downtown Atlanta has not captured its fair share of new housing or commercial development. 
 
The Stitch will change this calculus and serve as a catalyst for private development in the area by providing 
amenities such as public parks and improved pedestrian and transit connections. These features help attract 
Atlanta’s next generation of residents, employees, and small business owners, while also providing the 
infrastructure for legacy residents to age in place and have access to the services they need to thrive.  
 
The Stitch is vital to the future of Atlanta and to making our city more connected, sustainable, and vibrant.  
Woodfield looks forward to engaging in planning efforts to advance The Stitch and encourages your favorable 
consideration of the City of Atlanta’s RAISE application.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Patrick J. Kassin 
Vice President 
Woodfield Development  
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Project Overview

The Stitch will create a cap over the section of 
the Interstate 75/85 (the Connector) in Atlanta’s 
Central Business District extending between 
the Civic Center Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid 
Transit Authority (MARTA) Station at Ted Turner 
Drive and Piedmont Avenue. Located in an 
area of persistent poverty, the cap will be a 
¾-mile platform creating a 14-acre park and 
resurrected street network that will redress, 
reconnect, and repurpose a long-standing 
major divide between Midtown and Downtown 
Atlanta that was created by the construction 
of the 16-lane interstate highway more than 50 
years ago.

Once completed, the Stitch will:

• Redress the long-standing physical separation
of the community created by the construction of
the 16-lane interstate highway (Promote Racial
Equity and Reduce Barriers to Opportunities).

• Repurpose and revitalize underutilized assets,
including the air space over the Connector, the
Civic Center MARTA Station, the streets currently
solely dedicated to vehicular throughput, and
acres of nearby vacant private land (State of
Good Repair).

• Reconnect the local street grid through new
street segments and retrofits of existing rights-
of-way to create safe, pedestrian-oriented,
bikeable, storefront oriented streets (Safety).

• Improve access to jobs by fostering transit-
oriented development at the Civic Center
MARTA rail station and introducing an off-
street local and commuter bus facility for
improved passenger connections (Economic
Competitiveness and Reduce Barriers to
Opportunities).

• Create accessible and programmed urban
greenspace and new development on sites
adjacent to the platform, including affordable
housing (Quality of Life and Economic
Competitiveness).

• Reestablish a vibrant community center with
quality civic infrastructure and interconnected
open spaces that contribute to health and
wellness (Quality of Life).

• Improve the sustainability of Downtown
Atlanta by locally addressing flooding and
mitigating noise and air quality impacts,
while broadly lowering emissions, increasing
pedestrian and bicycle use, and incorporating
innovative climate change mitigation
strategies such as carbon capture technology
(Environmental Sustainability).

The City of Atlanta is seeking $1 million in 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2021 Rebuilding American 
Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity 
(RAISE) funds to complete the planning and 
design of the Stitch.

BENEFITS ANALYSIS
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Benefits Framework
 
A benefit-cost analysis (BCA) is a conceptual 
framework used to evaluate the cost 
effectiveness of infrastructure projects. 
Economists typically conduct BCAs to 
quantify and monetize the societal benefits 
and costs generated by a project or 
proposed project. When possible, benefits 
are expressed in monetary terms and 
weighted against the total project costs to 
determine the project’s societal return on 
investment.

The benefits that result from the project 
represent the extent to which people 
impacted by the project are made better-
off. A net increase in public welfare is a 
positive result, even if some groups within 
the society are made worse-off. A project 
is rated positively if the benefits to some are 
large enough to compensate the losses of 
others. 

Additionally, BCA seeks to anticipate the 
welfare impacts of a project over the 
entire lifecycle of the project. To account 
for society’s general preference for 
present consumption (rather than future 
consumption), all benefits and costs that 
occur in the future need to be discounted 
to be compared equitably in present values. 
To that end, a real discount rate that reflects 
the opportunity cost of capital is identified 
and applied to all benefits and costs in 
future years.

The BCA produces several important 
measures to assess the cost-effectiveness of 
a proposed infrastructure project:

•  Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) – Calculated by 
dividing the project’s discounted benefits 
by its discounted costs. The BCR measures 
the societal return on each dollar spent 
in project costs. A BCR of more than 1.0 
indicates that more than one dollar worth of 
benefits will be generated by the project for 
each dollar spent.

•  Net Present Value (NPV) – Calculated by 
subtracting the discounted project costs 
from the discounted benefits generated by 
the project. This measure indicates the net 
social worth created by the project, after 
accounting for its costs.

It is worth noting that the BCR and the NPV 
only take into account the benefits that 
are successfully quantified and monetized. 
Benefits generated by a project that are 
difficult to monetize are therefore excluded 
from the measures described above. 
Therefore, if it is important that the BCR 
and NPV of a project be considered in 
conjunction with other criteria when judging 
a project’s overall worth to society.

For federal discretionary grant applications, 
the methodology for BCA involves:

•  Defining the No-Build and Build scenarios 
and establishing existing and future 
conditions.

•  Assessing benefits with respect to the merit 
criteria identified in the FY 2021 RAISE Notice 
of Funding Opportunity (NOFO).

•  Measuring costs and benefits in dollars, 
whenever possible.

•  Using the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (USDOT) BCA guidance to 
estimate the value of travel time savings, 
vehicle operating cost savings, emission cost 
savings, and crash cost savings, and relying 
on industry best practice for other impacts.

•  Discounting future benefits and costs 
with a real discount rate of 7 percent, as 
recommended by U.S. DOT.

•  Conducting a sensitivity analysis to assess 
the impacts of changes in key inputs (e.g., 
project cost, project schedule, value of time, 
value of statistical life, etc.
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As a RAISE Planning Grant application, the requirement for a BCA is not applicable to the 
Stitch. Key inputs needed to conduct a BCA, such as traffic forecasts, are currently not 
available. The planning, preliminary engineering, and design work to be conducted for 
the Stitch will support the collection and analysis of data required to conduct a BCA in the 
future. Nevertheless, the purpose of this qualitative assessment is to document that the Stitch 
will generate significant long-term benefits by improving safety, applying transformative 
technology, explicitly addressing climate change and racial equity, and improving 
economic vitality in the project area.

The Stitch will:

•  Improve safety outcomes within the project area.

•  Reduce emissions, increase resiliency, improve stormwater management, and redevelop 
existing infrastructure.

•  Increase transportation choices and equity for individuals by providing new and improved 
walking and bicycling facilities.

•  Expand access and improve connectivity to essential services particularly for 
disadvantaged communities.

•  Increase tax revenues, retail sales, and new jobs and development.

A summary of the changes and potential benefits expected from the proposed project is 
provided in Table 1. These benefits are thoroughly described qualitatively and quantitatively 
(where applicable) in Section II.

Disclaimer: The Stitch is still in the early planning stages. Key inputs such as capital cost 
estimates, safety improvement design, and implementation schedule could change as the 
project advances further into planning and design. Therefore, this benefits analysis should be 
considered preliminary based on the best available data and information at the current time 
and is subject to change.

Project-specific data is needed to conduct a detailed BCA. A traffic analysis should be 
conducted to determine the potential reduction of automobile on the road, increase in 
MARTA ridership, and increases in bicycle and pedestrian traffic relative to a no-build 
scenario.
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Changes to 
Baseline Benefits Population 

Affected
USDOT Merit 
Criteria

Benefits
Impacts* Source

Improved safe-
ty resulting from 
safety upgrades 
on surface streets 
(slower streets, 
two-way streets, 
new safe streets) Reduced risk of 

crashes

Local and 
through traffic

Safety Low to Medium

The Stitch Atlan-
ta, Georgia. A ULI 
Advisory Services 
Panel Report, 
2019

Adding compliant 
shoulder/shoulder 
widening on inter-
state

Interstate traffic

The Stitch Im-
plementation 
Plan, Technical 
Analysis Summary 
Report, Da Vinci, 
2019

Improved active 
transportation fa-
cilities associated 
with Cap

Reduced emis-
sions due to 
modal shift from 
active transpor-
tation

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Environmental 
Sustainability

Low to Medium

The Stitch Atlan-
ta, Georgia. A ULI 
Advisory Services 
Panel Report, 
2019

Improved 
wellness (Emory 
Health Care 
District)

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Reduced mor-
tality benefits for 
new pedestrians 
and cyclists

Local and 
through pedestri-
ans and cyclists; 
members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Caltrans Cal-B/C 
Active Transpor-
tation (AT) Tool

Electrification 
of buses at off-
street facility

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Xpress electric 
bus press release 
and The Stitch 
Implementation 
Plan, Appendix 
G, Civic Center 
Bus Options.

Table 1: Summary of Project Improvements and Associated Benefits 

https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://www.ossoff.senate.gov/press-releases/sens-ossoff-and-rev-warnock-announce-more-than-5-4-million-for-electric-buses-in-metro-atlanta/
https://www.ossoff.senate.gov/press-releases/sens-ossoff-and-rev-warnock-announce-more-than-5-4-million-for-electric-buses-in-metro-atlanta/
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/yxz0sk3hv2oz7hds3dgme22ob2583k8v
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/yxz0sk3hv2oz7hds3dgme22ob2583k8v
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/yxz0sk3hv2oz7hds3dgme22ob2583k8v
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/yxz0sk3hv2oz7hds3dgme22ob2583k8v
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/yxz0sk3hv2oz7hds3dgme22ob2583k8v
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Changes to 
Baseline Benefits Population 

Affected
USDOT Merit 
Criteria

Benefits
Impacts* Source

Improved active 
transportation 
facilities associ-
ated with Cap

Trip quality ben-
efits for existing 
pedestrians and 
cyclists

Local and 
through pe-
destrians and 
cyclists

Quality of Life

Low
Caltrans Cal-B/C 
Active Transpor-
tation (AT) Tool

Reduced noise 
impacts near ex-
isting interstate

Noise reduction

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Medium
The Stitch Imple-
mentation Plan, 
Da Vinci, 2019

Increased com-
munity involve-
ment (Civic 
memorial, art 
walk, Mayor’s 
Walk, etc.)

Inspire com-
munal support 
by celebrating 
culture (more 
equitable
Downtown)

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

N/A

The Stitch At-
lanta, Georgia. 
A ULI Advisory 
Services Panel 
Report, 2019

New cross-sec-
tor partnerships 
that address the 
needs of the 
unhoused pop-
ulation of Down-
town Atlanta

Reduced
homelessness

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

N/A

Identify and 
dedicate
public lands for 
production of 
permanently af-
fordable housing

Increased
access to
affordable
housing units

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

N/A

The Stitch At-
lanta, Georgia. 
A ULI Advisory 
Services Panel 
Report, 2019; 
The Stitch Imple-
mentation Plan, 
Da Vinci, 2019

Table 1: Summary of Project Improvements and Associated Benefits cont. 

https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
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Changes to 
Baseline Benefits Population 

Affected
USDOT Merit 
Criteria

Benefits
Impacts* Source

Improved
connectivity
and mobility

Better access to 
jobs, education-
al facilities, com-
munity centers, 
etc. (increase 
Atlanta’s eco-
nomic competi-
tiveness)

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Economic
Competitiveness Medium to High

The Stitch At-
lanta, Georgia. 
A ULI Advisory 
Services Panel 
Report, 2019

Reduction in 
transfer times for 
MARTA riders and 
improved freight 
delivery reliability

Travel time
reliability

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

Increased retail 
and commercial 
activity

Opportunity for 
job growth

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

The Stitch Imple-
mentation Plan, 
Da Vinci, 2019

Improve current 
condition of 
interstate system 
through stormwa-
ter management 
and shoulder 
construction

Resiliency

Members of 
the community, 
including disad-
vantaged popu-
lations; Interstate 
traffic

State of Good 
Repair Medium

The Stitch Imple-
mentation Plan, 
Technical Anal-
ysis Summary 
Report, Da Vinci, 
2019

Remodel
MARTA Civic 
Center station 
and improve 
access to region-
al buses and TOD 
on adjacent land 
use

Increased
MARTA ridership 
and improved 
existing Civic 
Center Station

Members of 
the commu-
nity, including 
disadvantaged 
populations

The Stitch At-
lanta, Georgia. 
A ULI Advisory 
Services Panel 
Report, 2019

Table 1: Summary of Project Improvements and Associated Benefits cont. 

*Preliminary assessment. Relative to project’s capital cost if benefits were to be monetized.

https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/uvy99iqparympqy78bqwihwzc70pghpn
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hj3o3eyrn0571k0pkdjlhlmtn3xffaef
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/hlsbd8810gber5kwm9rbmlmayaa94q8k/file/604094874312
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Project Benefits - Satety

The Stitch will improve the safety for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians through both the 
construction of new surface streets as part of the reconnected grid and the retrofitting of existing 
one-way streets to make them more people oriented. The addition of a compliant shoulder will 
reduce the number of crashes on the Connector. 

Crash cost savings capture the benefits of the proposed project improvements in creating 
safer travel conditions for drivers of personal and commercial vehicles as well as bicyclists and 
pedestrians, resulting in fewer traffic fatalities, injuries, and property damage crashes.

 i.  Surface Streets

Surface streets crash data were obtained from the Atlanta Police Department, the Emory Police 
Department, and Georgia State Patrol (GSP) Post 00. The crash data comprised the number and 
the severity of crashes and people involved in the project area for 5 years from January 2015 to 
December 2019. Crash data were compiled for the following streets in Fulton County, GA:

 •  Courtland Street
 •  Peachtree Street
 •  Piedmont Avenue
 •  Ted Turner Drive
 •  West Peachtree Street

The streets across the interstate are signed for twenty-five miles per hour; however, the design 
speeds of Piedmont Avenue, Courtland Street, West Peachtree Street, and Ted Turner Drive are 
well above twenty-five miles per hour due to their one-way condition.  

There were 1,669 incidents reported between 2015 and 2019 involving 3,398 vehicles. These 
crashes resulted in one fatality, three (3) serious injuries, 42 minor or visible injuries, and 289 injury 
complaints. The fatal crash occurred on West Peachtree Street in April 2018.

Source: Atlanta Police Department; Emory Police Department; GSP Post 00

Street Fatalities (K) Serious
Injuries (A)

Minor/Visible
Injuries (B)

Injuries
Complaints (C)

Vehicles 
Involved

Courtland Street 0 1 16 143 1,620

Peachtree Street 0 0 10 39 518

Piedmont Avenue 0 0 6 46 588

Ted Turner Drive 0 1 5 45 424

West Peachtree Street 1 1 5 16 248

Total 1 3 42 289 3,398

Annual Average 0.2 0.6 8.4 57.8 679.6

Table 2: Surface Streets Crash Data (2015 - 2019)
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Project Benefits - Satety (cont.)

As they run through the study area, all five existing streets will be converted to safer conditions 
that facilitate slow speeds and better mobility for bicyclists and pedestrians.

The Stitch safety upgrade on surface streets includes a 4- to 3-lane conversion (road diet). 4- to 
3-lane conversions are one of the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) 20 proven safety 
countermeasures.1 Such roadway reconfiguration can improve safety, calm traffic, provide 
better mobility and access for all road users, and enhance overall quality of life. 

Benefits include a reduction of rear-end and left-turn crashes due to the dedicated left-turn lane, 
reduced right-angle crashes as side street motorists cross three versus four travel lanes, fewer 
lanes for pedestrians to cross, opportunities to install pedestrian refuge islands, bicycle lanes, on-
street parking, or transit stops, and a more community-focused, “Complete Streets” environment 
that better accommodates the needs of all road users. Road diet conversions may result in an 
overall crash reduction of 19 to 47 percent.2

 ii.  Interstate

I-75/85 Connector crash data were obtained from the Atlanta Police Department, the Capital 
Police Services, the Emory Police Department, and GSP Post 00. The crash data comprised the 
number and the severity of crashes and people involved in the project area for 5 years from 
January 2015 to December 2019. Crash data were collected for the I-75/85 Connector in Fulton 
County.

There were 3,606 incidents reported between 2015 and 2019 involving 7,898 vehicles in the study 
area. These crashes resulted in four (4) fatalities, 25 serious injuries, 137 minor or visible injuries, and 
822 injury complaints. The fatal crashes occurred in 2016, 2017, and 2019.

Source: Atlanta Police Department; GSP Post 00

1 https://iowadot.gov/traffic/4-to-3-lane-conversion/3-lane-roads 
2 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/road_diets/

Street Fatalities (K) Serious
Injuries (A)

Minor/Visible
Injuries (B)

Injuries
Complaints (C)

Vehicles 
Involved

2015 0 2 16 154 1,450

2016 1 2 44 202 1,863

2017 1 4 26 139 1,586

2018 0 3 18 185 1,694

2019 2 14 33 142 1,305

Total 4 25 137 822 7,898

Annual Average 0.8 5 27.4 164.4 1,579.6

Table 3: I-75/85 Connector Crash Data (2015 - 2019)

https://iowadot.gov/traffic/4-to-3-lane-conversion/3-lane-roads
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/road_diets/
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On the Interstate, the Stitch will provide two significant safety benefits: a reduction in flooding 
due to enhanced stormwater management and the addition of a 12-foot compliant shoulder 
on the 3/4 miles of interstate capped by the Stitch.  Additionally, the study area includes one 
off-ramp and one on-ramp. The on-ramp onto Courtland Street is a hotspot for crashes. The 
proposed project will reduce local travel on the interstate, thereby reducing the vehicles—and 
consequently crashes—on the ramps in Downtown.  Further, the Stitch can widen the shoulders 
and enhance the retaining walls along the I-75/85 Stitch corridor.

Crash reduction factors (CRFs) were obtained from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
Crash Modification Factors (CMF) Clearinghouse database. CMF Clearinghouse provides a 
searchable database of CMFs along with guidance and resources on using CMFs in road safety 
practice.

Source: CMF Clearinghouse Database

The widening of the shoulder on the I-75/85 Connector may result in an overall crash 
reduction of 5 to 29 percent.

Table 4: Crash Modification Factors - Shoulder Widening

Countermeasure CMF CRF Crash Severity Roadway Type CMF ID

Widen shoulder 0.95 5% All
Principal Arterial, 
Other Freeways 
and Expressways

8341

Widen shoulder 0.91 9% All
Principal Arterial, 
Other Freeways 
and Expressways

8342

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 4 ft 0.94 6% All All 5277

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 4 ft 0.95 5% All All 5278

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 5 ft 0.87 13% All All 5279

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 5 ft 0.90 10% All All 5280

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 6 ft 0.82 18% All All 5281

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 6 ft 0.85 15% All All 5282

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 7 ft 0.76 24% All All 5283

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 7 ft 0.81 19% All All 5284

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 8 ft 0.71 29% All All 5285

Widen paved shoulder 
from 3 ft to 8 ft 0.77 23% All All 5286
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Project Benefits - Environmental 
Sustainability

The roads and buildings in Downtown absorb 
and reflect the sun’s heat. When compounded 
with a lack of trees and green spaces, 
Downtown Atlanta is a significant urban heat 
island. This causes a feedback loop where 
there is an increased demand for electricity in 
Downtown in the summer, leading to further 
emissions and the formation of ground-level 
ozone. The heat island also makes it more 
difficult to walk around the city as a pedestrian, 
particularly for sensitive populations. 

The Stitch is expected to provide significant 
environmental benefits to downtown Atlanta. 
Currently, as a freeway, the Connector harms 
the environment through air pollution, carbon 
emissions, and contributing to high stormwater 
quantities and poor stormwater quality. 
However, as a 14-acre park, the Stitch will 
mitigate and reverse these impacts by improving 
air quality and reducing carbon emissions 
through carbon sequestration (thus reducing the 
urban heat island effect) and absorbing and 
filtering stormwater before it enters groundwater 
or the infrastructure system. The Stitch will also 
provide more connectivity of wildlife habitat 
corridors, which contributes to the longevity of 
species and biodiversity. 

i.  Reduced Emissions through Mode Shift

Through the introduction of safer streets for 
bicycling and walking and improved access 
to the heavy rail transit system, the Stitch will 
yield significant environmental gains through 
reduced emissions due to mode shift away from 
single occupancy vehicles. A well-connected, 
pedestrian oriented neighborhood will also 
reduce overall local trip generation, resulting 
in emissions reduction. The Stitch will support 
the City of Atlanta’s ambitious alternative 
transportation mode split goal of reducing drive 
alone trips from 54 percent to 35 percent by 
2040.

ii.  Improved Wellness 

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), health disparities are 
heavily prevalent in the city of Atlanta. Social 
determinants of health and racial segregation 
contribute to these disparities, particularly for 
diseases heavily influenced by environmental 
factors, such as high blood pressure, obesity, 
high cholesterol, mental health conditions, 
diabetes, and asthma. In fact, researchers at 
Virginia Commonwealth University found a 
12-year or more difference in life span among 
neighborhoods in Fulton County, where residents 
who live in the city’s predominantly black 
neighborhoods in Bankhead and Northwest tend 
to fare worse when compared with their affluent, 
mainly white Buckhead counterparts.3

These inequities are especially alarming when 
considering the city is home to world-class health 
care facilities. One of the major health care 
providers in metro Atlanta is Emory University 
Hospital Midtown (Emory Midtown), which 
opened in 1908 and has fostered a longtime 
commitment to the community. With rapid 
growth and partnerships on the move, Emory 
Midtown can provide a variety of opportunities 
to help bridge connections with the Stitch 
community and improve health outcomes for 
Atlantans.4  Emory Midtown’s campus borders 
the Stitch to the north. In addition, Grady 
Memorial Hospital—the fifth largest public 
hospital in the United States—sits one mile south 
of the Stitch.

By providing parks and open spaces, affordable 
workforce housing, community health programs 
for residents and employers alike, and shared 
transportation and parking spaces, a health 
care district could serve Emory Midtown, Grady 
Memorial, and the Stitch and push Atlanta to 
become healthier.5

iii.  Reduced Mortality Benefits for New 
Pedestrians and Bicyclists

3 https://nonprofitquarterly.org/atlanta-health-disparities-highlight-need-investment-racial-equity/
4 The Stitch Atlanta, Georgia. A ULI Advisory Services Panel Report, 2019
5 Ibid.

https://nonprofitquarterly.org/atlanta-health-disparities-highlight-need-investment-racial-equity/
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Societal benefits of increased physical activity 
include increased productivity, decreased 
absenteeism, and decreased health care 
costs. Activities such as bicycling, walking, and 
running provide health benefits that accrue to 
individuals and society. 

The U.S. DOT BCA guidance does not provide 
an approach for monetizing these benefits, 
however there are studies that have looked at 
the overall health benefit of increased physical 
activity. This includes the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Guidelines 
for Analysis of Investment in Bicycle Facilities 
which looked at ten studies.6  Benefits ranged 
from $19 to $1,175 per new bicyclist per year, 
with a median value of $128 (2006$). Adjusting 
for inflation using the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
Deflator, this equals $157 in 2019 dollars.

The California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) has developed an active 
transportation tool known as Cal-B/C AT, which 
monetizes increased active transportation 
activity in the form of decreased mortality risk.7 
Cal-B/C AT assumes a 4.5 percent reduction 
in mortality risk for every 365 miles traveled 
per year (average of one-mile per day) for 
bicycling. For walking, the assumed annual 
mortality risk reduction per 365 miles traveled is 9 
percent. Cal-B/C AT uses the methodology and 
data applied in the World Health Organization 
(WHO) Health Economic Assessment Tool (HEAT) 
to estimate benefits of reduced mortality. 
The HEAT approach determines benefits as a 
reduction in the relative risk of death for bicycle 
facility users due to improved health conditions. 

The decreased mortality risk will apply to 
new bicyclists and pedestrians who take up 
active transportation as a result of the Stitch. 
Decreased mortality risk is anticipated to result 
in a reduction in annual fatalities. These benefits 
can be monetized using the Value of Statistical 
Life (VSL) of $10.9 million provided in the U.S. DOT 
BCA Guidance.

iv.  Electrification of Buses at Off-Street Facility

The off-street bus facility (see Economic 
Competitiveness section) proposed as part 
of the Stitch will play a critical role in the 
electrification of the commuter bus fleet. The 
ATL, the largest commuter bus operator in metro 
Atlanta, is beginning the process of electrifying 
their Xpress bus fleet. Electrifying the off-street 
bus facility would allow significantly more 
flexibility for Xpress and other bus operators to 
charge their fleets near Downtown destinations.

Project Benefits - Quality of Life

The Stitch reimagines the possibilities for 
enhanced livability and improved quality of 
life in Atlanta’s Downtown by maximizing the 
economic value of existing transportation 
infrastructure as a key element of the park. 
The Stitch will contribute to the Urban Land 
Institute’s (ULI) 10-Minute Walk Campaign, which 
advocates that every resident should be within a 
ten-minute walk of a park.8

Currently, Downtown Atlanta has only 7 acres 
of open space per 1,000 daytime residents, with 
the largest parks located on the edges and 
a severe lack of greenspace amenities in the 
center. By implementing the Stitch, the added 
health and wellness benefits will increase the 
quality of life for residents and the community, 
especially in the center of Downtown Atlanta.9

i.  Trip Quality Benefits for Existing Pedestrians and 
Bicyclists

Currently, many of the north-south streets 
that cross the Connector, such as Peachtree, 
Courtland, and Piedmont, are four lanes. 
These streets are proposed to be reduced in 
traffic capacity as they travel north across 
the highway. The Stitch will consider applying 
“complete streets” across all streets, ensuring 
walkability and a bicycle-friendly set of routes. 
U.S. DOT defines complete streets as streets 
designed and operated to enable safe use and 
support mobility for all users.

6 NCHRP Report 552 (2006). Guidelines for Analysis of Investments in Bicycle Facilities, Transportation Research Board, Washington D.C.
7 https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economics
8 The Stitch Atlanta, Georgia. A ULI Advisory Services Panel Report, 2019
9 Ibid.

https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/economics-data-management/transportation-economi
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Those include people of all ages and abilities, 
regardless of whether they are traveling 
as drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists, or public 
transportation riders. In addition, sidewalk 
surfaces should be in good condition, wide 
enough to support active spill-out space and 
incorporate streetscape elements.

The Cal-B/C AT tool can quantify and monetize 
the value of improved journey quality for 
bicyclists and pedestrians and distinguishes 
between destination oriented (e.g., commuting) 
and recreational trips. For bicyclists, Cal-B/C 
AT monetizes the mile-equivalent savings 
of improved bicycling facilities according 
to average cyclist speed, and the per-hour 
valuation of bicyclist time, per U.S. DOT 
BCA guidance. For pedestrians, Cal-B/C AT 
parameters include per-mile pedestrian benefits 
for several types of pedestrian amenities such as 
street lighting, curb level, pavement evenness, 
etc. The tool monetizes such benefits for existing 
pedestrians and bicyclists only, conservatively 
excluding additional benefits gained by new 
pedestrians and bicyclists who begin walking 
and bicycling as a result of the Stitch.

ii.  Noise Reduction and Proximity to Park Benefits 
on Property Values

Typically, vehicular noise associated with 
highway proximity has a negative impact 
on property prices.  Studies have looked 
at the effects of highway development on 
housing prices. Properties within 300 meters 
(approximately 1,000 feet) of an urban freeway 
have experienced a decline of 3.6 percent 
in value due to noise pollution (negative 
externality).10 The Stitch is expected to physically 
mitigate the negative impacts on property value 
caused by the I-75/85 Connector.

The proximity to the park resulting from the Stitch 
is expected to increase the price of properties 
that are within a walking distance from it. 
Research has shown that property prices located 
within 500 feet of a park can be anticipated 
to increase by at least 5 percent (positive 
externality).11 

The current average residential property value 
within 500 feet of the proposed cap/park is 
$232,084.12 A 5 percent increase translates to 
an average property value of approximately 
$243,700. This is significantly lower than the 
value of properties in areas adjacent to the 
project area, thus reflecting the long-standing 
impact that the freeway has had on the value of 
properties in the project area.

iii.  Increased Community Involvement

From a historical perspective, the 1960 urban 
renewal movement that demolished and 
cleared Atlanta neighborhoods to make way 
for freeway infrastructure created a cultural 
void. An intensive historical research effort is 
necessary to give intensive “Atlanta” meaning 
to the project. Furthermore, while the freeway 
system that replaced the neighborhoods has 
brought many benefits to the city, it has left 
neighborhoods cut off from historically important 
links, separating churches from their relevant 
service neighborhoods, and generally restricting 
pedestrian mobility, public neighborhood scale, 
and institutional relevance.

Neighborhoods and communities are constantly 
evolving, and the arc of a place often has a 
long history that extends beyond its immediate 
surface. Honoring the story of a place as it 
evolves is both a challenge and an opportunity. 
The Stitch and its surrounding community are 
home to a story with roots deeply embedded in 
history.

The Stitch offers the opportunity to address key 
long-standing racial equity challenges related to 
the project. Celebrating culture and community 
by acknowledging and bringing shared histories 
to the surface can inspire communal support 
and enrich the Stitch as a whole. By revealing 
lost histories, the project planning and design 
process can inspire community engagement 
at multiple levels, inform the scale and sense of 
neighborhood within the many project districts, 
and help shape the form of the project’s 
architecture, open spaces, and supporting 
infrastructure.

10 Lekovich, et al. (2015). “The effects of highway development on housing prices”.
 Retrieved from: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11116-015-9580-7
11 Harnik and Welle (2009). “Measuring the Economic Value of a City Park System.”
 Retrieved from: https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe-econvalueparks-rpt.pdf
12 Fulton County, GA Tax Parcel dataset

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11116-015-9580-7
https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe-econvalueparks-rpt.pdf
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The Stitch will quite literally stitch back together 
the physical and social divides and reconnect 
neighborhoods.13

While Downtown Atlanta is home to many art 
venues, including locations for public art, it is 
also home to many empty lots. The confluence 
of the presence of art and developable land 
creates an important opportunity for the 
Stitch. As a large newly-created open space 
Downtown, the Stitch could potentially serve 
as both a connection and a node for arts and 
culture in Downtown Atlanta. This includes an 
opportunity to create an art wall along the 
length of the Stitch with a “Mayor’s Walk” and 
civic heroes memorial.14

iv. Increased Access to Affordable Housing
Units and Reduced Homelessness

About 80 percent of Atlantans spend more 
than 45 percent of their incomes on housing 
and transportation. Rents have increased by 
48 percent since 2010, and each year, the 
city loses 1,500 affordable housing units.15 
The average rent for existing Downtown 
apartments is $1,200 per month, which would 
be affordable to about half the potential new 
residents.

Housing attainability is a challenge central 
to Atlanta’s economic prosperity. Half of the 
demand for new rental apartments in the 
Downtown core will be for lower-income units 
with a rent of less than $850 per month. The 
Stitch’s opportunities for new development 
also provide the opportunity to create 
affordable housing within Downtown Atlanta, 
an area with high rents. With over 6.1 million 
square feet of potential new residential 
development, there is a significant amount 
of new development that can contribute to 
affordable housing stock within Atlanta and 
create a diverse, equitable community with 
increased access for all.16

One of the Stitch’s central objectives 
is providing an opportunity to address 
homelessness and doing so will require 
strategic partnerships.

St. Luke’s Episcopal Church owns significant 
acreage adjacent to the Stitch and is 
committed to creating affordable housing that 
enhances diverse populations and houses the 
unhoused.

Project Benefits - Economic 
Competitiveness

When compared with greater Downtown, the 
City of Atlanta, and Metro Atlanta, Atlanta’s 
Downtown core represents an area with the 
highest concentration of people earning less 
than $15,000 per year.17

13 The Stitch Atlanta, Georgia. A ULI Advisory Services Panel Report, 2019
14 Ibid.
15 Source: HouseATL, 2019; Bleaky Advisory Group, 2016.
16 The Stitch Implementation Plan, DaVinci Development Collaborative, LLC, and Atlanta Downtown.

November 2019
17 The Stitch Atlanta, Georgia. A ULI Advisory Services Panel Report, 2019
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i. Improved Connectivity and Mobility

The Stitch will encourage new development that 
better serves the surrounding areas and absorbs 
growth, while also creating new affordable 
housing and new open space for Atlantans 
to enjoy. Serving as a significant employment 
center of Atlanta, Downtown accommodates 
28 percent of the city’s jobs. The Stitch is 
envisioned to continue to spur employment 
in the commercial areas that surround it and 
will strengthen Downtown’s connectivity to 
adjacent businesses.18

Overall, the Stitch presents a connectivity 
and mobility opportunity by physically linking 
Downtown with Midtown while also creating 
transit-oriented development opportunities 
surrounding the MARTA Civic Center Station. 
Residents will have better access to jobs, 
educational and healthcare facilities, and 
community centers which will help boost the 
city’s economic competitiveness.

ii. Improved Travel Time Reliability

The Civic Center MARTA Station is the most 
utilized commuter bus stop in the system with 
nearly 1,000 patrons transferring between 
commuter bus providers and MARTA each 
day. The bus queuing and loading at the 
Civic Center MARTA Station occurs on-street 
as there is currently no off-street facility in 
Downtown Atlanta. As part of the Stitch, there 
is an opportunity to enhance the Civic Center 
MARTA Station with a new off-street bus facility 
and transit-oriented development. This proposed 
change will facilitate rail-bus transfers, resulting 
in reduction in transfer times for MARTA riders, 
improve travel time reliability, and serve to 
increase transit ridership.

iii. Job Creation and New Development

The Stitch will generate jobs in addition to 
societal benefits presented in Table 1. The 
Estimates of Job Creation from the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 
study provided an estimate of the impact of 
the ARRA in job-years. The study indicates that 
during the Obama Administration, it required 
approximately $92,136 (2009$) in government 
spending to create one job-year.19 Adjusting for 
inflation, the $453 million Stitch is expected to 
create approximately 4,000 job-years. 

A preliminary economic impact analysis 
conducted for the ADID looked at increased 
square footage to be gained from new 
development in areas within and around the 
Stitch planning area. The greatest increase in 
square footage is expected to be in:

• Office use – 6.3 million square feet
• Residential development – 6.1 million
square feet
• Hotel – 1 million square feet
• Retail – 0.3 million square feet
• Parking – 3,034 square feet

The potential number of new jobs created as 
a result of new development use totals about 
12,230. Most new jobs (10,438) would be in office 
buildings followed by retail (1,414), and hotel 
(378).20

18 Ibid.
19 Estimates of Job Creation from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Executive Office of

the President Council of Economic Advisers. May 2009
20 The Stitch Implementation Plan, DaVinci Development Collaborative, LLC, and Atlanta Downtown. November 2019

FIGURE 4. Downtown Atlanta’s
Central Location
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Project Benefits - State of Good Repair

i. Resiliency

The Stitch will improve the current condition 
of the interstate system through stormwater 
management and shoulder construction. The 
reduction in interstate flooding will improve the 
longevity of the current interstate pavement 
maintenance and reduce the required 
frequency of drain maintenance. 

In addition, the Stitch proposes to widen the 
freeway shoulders and enhance the retaining 
walls along the I-75/85 Stitch corridor.

ii. Improved MARTA Civic Center Station

At present, the MARTA Civic Center Station is 
significantly underutilized compared to other 
MARTA stations because of an unattractive 
setting, fewer nearby riders and destinations, 
and poor access for bus connections.21 The 
Stitch would significantly improve the viability 
and attractiveness of the station setting with 
direct park access. Ridership gains would be 
accomplished by remodeling the station and 
improving access to regional buses and transit-
oriented development on adjacent land use.

Project Costs

Total capital costs including but not limited to 
pre-design, design, right-of-way, engineering, 
and construction should be accounted for in the 
future BCA. Operating and maintenance (O&M) 
costs must be estimated for the no-build and 
build scenarios and included in the BCA. The U.S. 
DOT BCA guidance suggests that the net O&M 
costs between the build and no-build scenarios 
must be included in the numerator along with 
other project benefits when calculating the BCR.

The total development cost for the entire extent 
of the Stitch vision is estimated to be $453 
million including costs for the cap structure, 
the park improvements, local street network 
improvements, and all the related soft costs 
for fees, consultants and permits.22 Annual 
operating expenses of $10 million for the park 
are based on the conceptual preliminary park 
programed envisioned in the 2015 Vision Plan 
and data from precedent projects.23 These 
costs are still preliminary and may be refined.

For the purpose of a BCA, U.S. DOT 
recommends converting project costs in 
base year dollars (e.g., 2019 dollars) and then 
discounting these costs using a 7 percent 
discount rate.

Summary of Findings

This report summarizes the types of benefits 
anticipated from the Stitch that would be 
part of a detailed BCA conducted as the 
project advances from planning to design and 
engineering. The Stitch will generate significant 
long-term benefits by improving safety, 
creating new opportunities for transit-oriented 
development, enhancing mobility and quality 
of life, applying transformative technology, 
and explicitly addressing climate change and 
racial equity.

21 Daily station entries averaged approximately 2,900 in 2019. This represents approximately 1 percent of MARTA’s overall
daily ridership.

22 The Stitch Implementation Plan, DaVinci Development Collaborative, LLC, and Atlanta Downtown. November 2019. Project cost 
includes construction escalation and project contingency. 

23 Stitch Vision Plan, Jacobs. 2015. Retrieved from: https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/1tt2aczz7ohzdee9v6if85xkuq95dzvu

https://atlantadowntown.app.box.com/s/1tt2aczz7ohzdee9v6if85xkuq95dzvu
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“The Stitch is the future of Atlanta. 
It is a celebration of everything 
that makes our city unique and a 
catalyst for progress that will bring 
continued growth and success.”
A.J. Robinson
President, Atlanta Downtown 
Improvement District

For more information about the Stitch, 
visit: theStitchATL.com
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